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Abstract
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ABSTRACT
The decisions taken during the front-end are crucial to the success of the New Product Development
(NPD) process by directing the organizational efforts. Research shows that organizations are struggling
to effectively prioritize projects in the front-end, resulting in many problems. A systematic and
deliberate approach is required for decision making. Existing research shows the potential for
integration of Roadmapping, concerned with opportunity identification, and Project Portfolio
Management (PPM), concerned with resource allocation. A systematic literature review is conducted
to develop a conceptual model, which is subsequently tested in an empirical case study. The research
builds on logical incrementalism literature, combining both rationality and intuition. It differentiates
by arguing that decision making effectiveness is the common understanding of the relative importance
of projects. Drawing on the literature, this research formulates four design propositions: formality,
explicitness, information quality and cross-functional linkages. Based on these principles a model is
designed that integrates Roadmapping and Project Portfolio Management, leveraging their
complementary features in the successive front-end phases. The empirical analysis shows that the
approach improves project prioritization effectiveness by consistently applying the processes to
compare projects, based on explicit objectives and criteria, decision makers apply both rationality and
intuition and facilitating cross-functional collaboration for divergent and convergent thinking.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
In the initial phases of the New Product Development (NPD) process, referred to as the front-end,
organizations have to make decisions that have a strong impact on the later phases. During the frontend, ideas are vague and the perceived product offering is constantly adapting. For management to
attain and maintain a grip on these crucial decision making processes is a continuous challenge.

Introduction
The prioritization of new product projects is crucial to directing the organization efforts. Research
shows that organizations applying both rationality and intuition in their decision making to understand
both hard and soft sides of innovation are facing difficulty in prioritizing. Furthermore, consensus
between decision makers is important to ensure there is internal alignment regarding the product
development. Organizations, therefore, require a systematized approach for effectively prioritizing
projects. This research investigates two approaches that have emerged from practice.
•

•

Roadmapping is an approach that provides a framework for the planning project opportunities
process on the long-term. Technical and commercial perspectives are linked to identify and
map project opportunities in alignment with strategy.
Project Portfolio Management (PPM) is an approach that provides the framework for the
resource allocation process. A business’s list of active new projects is constantly updated and
revised to achieve the organizational portfolio objectives.

Roadmapping and Project Portfolio Management (PPM) are selected for their strong relation to
practice and their coverage in the academic literature. Often Roadmapping and PPM are applied as
stand-alone. However, research shows that these strategic approaches can also be integrated because
they focus on successive phases of the front-end and they can leverage their complementarities.
FreshTech provides the empirical context. It is a Dutch software company that develops Business
Intelligence products for the education and healthcare markets. This research identifies a problem in
the front-end decision making processes. A lack of a systematized approach at FreshTech impedes the
effectiveness of project prioritization.
This research seeks to answer the following question: how can Roadmapping and Project Portfolio
Management be integrated to improve project prioritization effectiveness? This question is answered
by developing a conceptual model based on design propositions drawn from theory. This model is
subsequently empirically tested and refined in a case study conducted at FreshTech.

Theoretical Analysis
Decision making effectiveness is defined as the common understanding of the relative importance of
projects. In order to develop an approach for improving effectiveness, four design propositions were
formulated that relate to effectiveness:
•
•

•

iv

Formality: the approach should consistently apply the decision process to projects so projects
are compared on a fair basis that can therefore be justified throughout the organization.
Explicitness: the approach should apply decision support tools with objectives and criteria so
projects are compared in accordance with clear organizational objectives aligning the decision
makers for collaborative decision making.
Information Quality: the approach should providing a structure for making both quantitative
and qualitative information available so decision makers apply both rational and intuitive
processes to ensure decisions are made on a reliable basis.
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Cross-functional Collaboration: the approach should stimulate convergent and divergent
thinking so that projects are viewed from different perspectives and make tacit knowledge
explicit to prevent interdepartmental conflicts and coordinate the market response.

Criteria were established based on these design propositions to evaluate three Roadmapping models
and four PPM models. One of each was selected and this formed the input for the designed IRP
approach. This approach consists of 6 workshops, during which the decision makers identify and select
project opportunities for new product development.

Empirical Analysis
The empirical analysis is performed to evaluate the pre-intervention situation, implement the
intervention and evaluate the intervention. Finally the final design in presented.
Using the design propositions the pre-intervention situation the diagnosis revealed that the decision
making approach at FreshTech was based on informal processes, implicit criteria, primarily relied on
subjective information and despite strong cross-functional collaboration most was based on divergent
thinking. This demonstrated the need for the implementation of a systematized approach for the
opportunity identification and project selection.
The intervention was implemented during several weeks and focused on the microbiology market of
FreshTech. In the first three workshops, the participants linked the customer problems, products
features, and technological capabilities. Based on these linkages the project opportunities could be
identified. This was more complicated in practice because the product offering was not sufficiently
understood. By visualizing a “product skeleton” the participants were able to identify the minimum
product. These were the essential problems that needed to be solved and the related product features.
The identified opportunities were then individually evaluated based on criteria for value maximization,
strategy, market and technical success and resource efficiency.
The evaluation of the approach shows an improvement compared to the pre-intervention situation.
First, the projects are consistently evaluated through a systematized process. Secondly, the objectives
of the processes are clear to the decision makers, who applied explicit criteria in their decision making.
Thirdly, the decision makers were aware of the information used in decision making and based their
decisions on rationality and intuition. Finally, the participants evaluated the project from their own
perspective but converged towards a common priority ranking. The Roadmapping processes were
responsible for the identification of the project opportunities and the PPM processes were responsible
for the evaluation and selection of the identified opportunities. This has helped the company develop
a common understanding of the relative importance of the projects. In conclusion, the implementation
of the approach has had a positive effect on FreshTech’s prioritization effectiveness.
Based on the findings and evaluation of the intervention the IRP approach was further refined for
FreshTech’s processes (see Figure 1). A Pre-Workshop is appended to the start, where the organization
determines the potential of the market based on certain threshold criteria. If the thresholds are not
met, FreshTech should not enter the market. In the Market workshop, the outcome of the approach
can be tested with customers, to check the underlying assumptions regarding the customer problems.
Through this process, the decision makers can validate whether the most important problems are a
reliable understanding of the market. Moreover, the prioritization of problems is used to structure the
sales talks with customers. In the Product workshop, the outcome can be used to structure the Epics
of the scrum approach. The Roadmap workshop includes the Product Skeleton, which allows the
decision makers to visually understand the minimum product. The product roadmap can be used to
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prioritize the projects in the Scrum approach. The outcome of the Portfolio Review workshop are the
projects selected for development and their priority based on the strategic bucket analysis.

Figure 1: IRP approach for FreshTech.

Conclusion
The empirical analysis reveals that the Roadmapping workshop is a crucial element in the entire
approach and needs to be properly managed. It translates the identified opportunities into a concept
and therefore the participants need to properly understand the linkages between the identified
elements. The reference for Roadmapping (Phaal et al. 2001) was not sufficient in this regard. By using
the “Product Skeleton” and identifying the core product, the participants were able to identify the
project concepts. The actual charting was less conducive to the approach, this was more relevant for
the actual development rather than generating the concepts.
The practical implications for FreshTech are threefold. First, the research demonstrates that the
organization can benefit from applying a deliberate and systematic approach for decision making. This
intervention improves the common understanding regarding the projects. This means that relatively
more time needs to be spent in the front-end, but this can mitigate many problems that appear during
development and commercialization. The internal alignment ensures that the organization can present
a coherent value proposition to customers.
Secondly, the organization can apply both the developed IRP approach and the existing Scrum
approach concurrently. The scrum approach is used to manage primarily short-term, incremental
innovation and the IRP approach is more concerned with more long-term, radical innovation. Through
applying both these approaches the organization is ambidextrous.
Thirdly, the IRP approach can be embedded into the existing organizational processes. The outcome
of the market analysis can be used to structure the sales talks. The prioritized product features can be
used to structure the Epics in Scrum. The product roadmap can be used to prioritize the Epics. Finally,
the portfolio evaluation is useful for prioritizing the projects in Scrum.
This research has demonstrated how to integrate Roadmapping and PPM into a strategic and longterm oriented approach can support organizations in effectively prioritizing new product projects.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces the research. First, it provides the theoretical and empirical context regarding
the prioritization of projects in the front-end. Secondly, the existing literature is introduced regarding
decision making approaches and a gap in the literature is identified. Lastly, the research questions and
objectives for this research are formulated.

Background
The NPD process is described to substantiate the crucial role of the front-end in directing the
organization’s development effort. Secondly, the empirical context of FreshTech is described.
1.1.1 Theoretical Context

An organization’s innovation strategy is implemented by developing the products that will be the
future offering. In the initial phases of this New Product Development1 (NPD) process, referred to as
the front-end, organizations have to make decisions that have a strong impact on the later phases. A
project advancing through development requires exponentially increasing resource commitments and
incurring opportunity costs as other projects are foregone. During later development phases, problems
such as misalignment with strategy, are hard to reverse without significant reinvestment. Termination
of projects is often avoided due to escalation of commitment (Kester, Griffin, Hultink, & Lauche, 2011).
Therefore it is important for organizations to be conscious of the front-end decisions (McNally,
Durmuşoǧlu, Calantone, & Harmancioglu, 2009).
These decisions can be divided into two broad categories (Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001). The first category
is the decisions within the context of a single project. These are more tactical and operational and are
influenced by the second category of decisions. The second category is the decisions in establishing
the organizational context. These latter are more strategic and have more impact on the current and
future organization as a whole. These holistic decisions highlight what is important to the organization,
directing the efforts towards a common goal (Levine, 2005). This research deals with these strategic
decisions because of their decisive role in coordinating the organization by the selection of new
projects and the composition of the project portfolio. Research shows that best-practice organizations
are proficient in prioritizing new projects to coordinate their development on the most important
projects (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2004a).
However, for an organization to attain and maintain effective project prioritization is a continuous
challenge, especially for radical innovation. In the front-end, the processes are vague, unpredictable
and unstructured and the perceived product offering is constantly adapting, which complicates the
decision making (Kahn, Kay, Slotegraaf, & Uban, 2013). A growing imbalance towards incremental
innovation is reported (Barczak, Griffin, & Kahn, 2009). This type of innovation is easier to comprehend
due to the low uncertainty and low risk, but also delivers lower returns. The imbalance results in
problems such as overloaded project pipelines, management preoccupation with short-term profits
and emphasis on speed-to-market (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 1998).
Scholars attribute this growing imbalance to the finding that frequently front-end processes are illdefined, based on unconscious or informal decision making (Loch, 2000; McNally et al., 2009).
However, a systematized approach that guides projects is a “well-recognized key to NPD success”
(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2004b, p. 44). Therefore organizations should be concerned with a
systematized approach to control the decision making processes. Benner and Tushman (2003) argue
that process management suppresses explorative activities in favor of exploitative activities. The
1

Appendix S provides a glossary for the most common terms used throughout this research.
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former concerns incremental innovation, which is short-term and easy to measure. The latter concerns
radical innovation, which is long-term and vague, and is more difficult to manage. The main challenge
is thus how to systematize the decision processes for radical, new product innovations.
1.1.2 Empirical Context

The issue of project prioritization is apparent at FreshTech. This 15-employee company develops
Business Intelligence (BI) products. For its most recent products, FreshTech experienced problems in
developing and commercializing the products. The product offering is vague and the different
functional groups have a different perspective of what the products should entail. This problem
emerged during the later NPD phases and the ineffective decision making approach in the front-end is
attributed to be a main cause. The development of new products is crucial for FreshTech to realize
growth and therefore the company should make effective decisions for its radical innovations.
However there is no decision making approach, rather it is mostly through informal processes. During
the decision moments, some topics are rehashed every meeting, some are scrutinized in minute detail
while others are overlooked. Decisions are often postponed to a subsequent meeting and this inaction
results in unconscious decision making. As a result, the product cycle time was longer than expected
(only one of the four microbiology products is finished) and the project portfolio is performing poorly.
These issues faced by FreshTech are illustrative of the absence of a deliberate approach: ad-hoc
decisions with no structured discussion points or evaluation criteria (Cooper et al., 1998; Vähäniitty,
2012). The current processes emphasize intuition and personal experience over rational, evidencebased decision making. Therefore a systematized decision making approach should be developed to
guide decision making for FreshTech, employing both objective and subjective information for
decisions. The management team acknowledges that there should be a deliberate, systematic
approach for decision making. However, the company is afraid that this results in much overhead and
will impede the lean and agile principles of the product development.
Lack of systematized
appraoch for decision
making

Low project prioritization
effectiveness

Long cycle time and poor
project portfolio

Figure 2: Visualization business problem at FreshTech.

This research delineates the decision making in the front-end by these two approaches and therefore
the problem statement is defined as:

Problem statement: a lack of a systematized approach at FreshTech impedes the effectiveness of
project prioritization.

In order to solve this company problem, the existing literature is discussed in the following section.

Decision Making Approaches
The need for a systematic approach is supported by two ideas. First, firms applying both rationality
and intuition require an approach to prevent overloading their project pipelines. Secondly, for
organizations require an approach to achieve a common understanding for their decisions. Finally, this
research selects two decision making approaches.
Logical Incrementalism
Logical incrementalism is a small but growing body of literature that considers both rationality and
intuition as decision making processes (Elbanna, 2006). Research has shown that best-practice
2
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organizations are able to capitalize on a combination of rationality and intuition (Cooper et al., 1998).
This combination allows organizations to pursue both incremental and radical innovation. However,
that research also suggested that those organizations require effective project prioritization to manage
their enthusiasm for new opportunities (Kester, Hultink, & Lauche, 2009).
Common Understanding
Because these decisions direct the organizational efforts and need to be coordinated and
communicated, they require that there is a common understanding of the relative importance of
projects. Ouchi (1981) claims that decisions based on consensus are more effective than individual
decisions. This requires knowledge sharing and collaboration between decision makers for effective
decision making. Woodruff (1997) suggests that an organization should have a process in place to
create and gain internal consensus about which value concept is best. Therefore organizations should
apply a deliberate and systematic approach for decision making.
Strategic Decision Making Approaches
The literature offers a range of tools applicable for strategic decision making such as brainstorming,
customer visitation programs, scenario generation and forecasting (Cooper, 2005). However, these are
primarily tools that are concerned with supporting or making specific decisions. In contrast, this
research is concerned with strategic decision making and the approaches that systematize the decision
making processes and tools.
Roadmapping is an approach that provides a framework for the planning project opportunities process
on the long-term (Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, 2001). Technical and commercial perspectives are linked
to identify and map project opportunities in alignment with strategy. Project Portfolio Management
(PPM) is an approach that provides the framework for the resource allocation process (Cooper et al.,
1998). A business’s list of active new projects is constantly updated and revised to achieve the
organizational portfolio objectives. These two approaches are considered in this research for two
reasons:
1. Theoretical support: Roadmapping and PPM are well-documented in the literature, providing
insights into the supporting tools and processes (Cooper et al., 1998; Phaal et al., 2001).
2. Managerial relevance: Roadmapping and PPM are widely adopted in practice, (Cooper, 2005;
Farrukh, Phaal, & Probert, 2003).
Research also finds that organizations often apply both approaches for strategic decision making
(Grossman, 2004; McMillan, 2003). Stand-alone these approaches can be applied, but this research
focuses on the integration of these two. This is based on two arguments:
1. Consecutive: Roadmapping and PPM are often treated as stand-alone approaches, however,
they focus on consecutive front-end phases (see Figure 3).
2. Reinforcing: Roadmapping and PPM can be integrated to leverage their complementarities.
Roadmapping
•Identification and
mapping project
opportunities

Project
opportunities

Project Portfolio
Management

•Prioritized on strategy

•Updating and revising
list of active projects

Projects
•Prioritized on
portfolio objectives

Figure 3: Roadmapping provides the input for PPM.

Not many scholars investigated the actual integration of these two approaches and most often the
role of one approach is downplayed. In the Roadmapping literature, Lee, Kang, Park, Park, and Hunt
(2008) present an approach that functions as an alternative to PPM. It is however not concerned with
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updating and revising the portfolio. In the PPM literature, applications of Roadmapping are found, but
treat it primarily as a planning tool for selected projects (Cooper, 2005). This is a different application
of Roadmapping than the approach defined in this research as to identify project opportunities.
The most notable research is by Oliveira and Rozenfeld (2010) who are one of the first to develop a
model integrating Roadmapping and PPM and treating them as two successive approaches. Their
research provides an interesting starting point for the integration of Roadmapping and PPM.
1.2.1 Literature Gap

Oliveria and Rozenfeld (2010) are primarily concerned with whether the two approaches can be
integrated but do not pay much attention to how it works. Two gaps are identified in their research
that warrant further investigation for the practical application of an integrated approach. First, they
view decision making as a linear and rational process, the approach is less suitable for practice.
Secondly, the effects of the approach are not fully understood. Especially this alignment between
decision makers is often not considered in the decision making literature. These findings suggest the
existing literature is limited in the support of the integration of Roadmapping and PPM. This research
is concerned with addressing these two gaps.
First, this research views decision making as iterative processes, which are based on a combination of
rationality and intuition. Decisions are not definitive because they are constantly updated and
reviewed during the front-end to refine the strategic objectives (Kester et al., 2009). The use of both
intuition and rationality is more closely related to practice. Designing an approach based on these two
decision making processes, therefore, has managerial relevance.
Secondly, this research addresses the importance of decision making effectiveness. The approaches
are characterized by multiple decision makers, who originate from disparate functional groups and
may have different perspectives and knowledge. This research investigates the role of consensus and
alignment between decision makers. Consensus is ascribed as an important goal of Roadmapping
(Garcia & Bray, 1997), but it is not extensively discussed in the portfolio management literature
(Meifort, 2015). When there is internal alignment regarding the projects, the decisions can be
coordinated throughout the organization.
The potential for integrating two practical approaches is recognized, which leverages their
complementary features in order to improve decision making. This research sets out to investigate
how to integrate the two approaches to apply both rationality and intuition and improve prioritization
effectiveness by conducting. The research is presented in the research design.

Research Design
This research highlights the importance of the front-end decisions on the NPD process. These decisions
have to assess the projects both on the individual qualities and in relation to the other projects in the
portfolio. Prioritization assesses the relative importance of projects. This decision making is treated as
interrelated and iterative processes that can apply both rationality and intuition. For effective
prioritization, the need for a systematized approach has been identified. Two practical approaches,
Roadmapping and PPM, show potential for integration to improve effectiveness. By developing and
empirically testing an integrated model, this research intends to add to the existing literature by
answering the following main question:
Research question: how can Roadmapping and Project Portfolio Management be integrated to
improve project prioritization effectiveness?
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In order to answer this main question, this research will conduct a literature review and an empirical
analysis. This research is design-focused, to develop and refine a model that is based on design
propositions. The main question is answered by answering the following sub-questions, eight relating
to the literature review and five relating to the empirical analysis (see Table 1).
Table 1: Research sub-questions.

Literature review
1. What are project prioritization decisions?
2. What is prioritization effectiveness?
3. How can a deliberate decision making
approach improve decision effectiveness?
4. What is Roadmapping?
5. What is (PPM)?
6. Why should Roadmapping and PPM be
integrated?
7. How can Roadmapping and PPM be
integrated?
8. How does an integrated approach improve
project prioritization decisions?

Empirical analysis
1. What is the current decision making process
of FreshTech?
2. How effective is the current decision making
process of FreshTech?
3. How can the integrated approach be
implemented at FreshTech?
4. Does the integrated approach improve the
decision making effectiveness?
5. How can the approach be refined for
FreshTech?

The research questions are answered to achieve the objectives set for this research. These objectives
are related to solving the business problem at the integration of Roadmapping and PPM and improving
decision making effectiveness at FreshTech. The following objectives are defined
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Conduct a systematic review to understand the relevant concepts of decision making to
formulate design propositions for a decision making approach.
Critically evaluate solution directions by analyzing the models of Roadmapping and PPM in
relation to the design propositions.
Develop a conceptual model for a practical approach that integrates Roadmapping and PPM
in order to improve project prioritization effectiveness.
Diagnose and validate the current situation of the decision making processes at FreshTech.
Apply the model as an intervention to improve FreshTech’s project prioritization effectiveness.

Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 describes the methods of the literature review and the empirical analysis.
Chapter 3 reviews literature on decision making processes and how a decision making approach can
improve effectiveness. Design propositions are formulated, which guide the analysis and selection of
models for Roadmapping and PPM. These findings are consolidated in a conceptual model to improve
decision making effectiveness.
Chapter 4 presents the empirical analysis conducted at FreshTech. First, the current situation is
analyzed in relation to decision making effectiveness. Secondly, the intervention is described in detail.
Finally, the findings from the intervention are presented.
Chapter 5 evaluates the integrated approach based on the design propositions and develops the
integrated approach for FreshTech.
Chapter 6 discusses the findings from the case study in relation to the theory. The implications for both
practitioners and academics are presented. Finally, the limitations of this study and the
recommendations for future research are outlined.
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METHODS

To achieve the objectives of this research a theoretical review and an empirical analysis are conducted.
Firstly, this chapter describes the systematic review, which is the theoretical background for
developing the conceptual model. Secondly, the empirical analysis is described, which is the test of the
conceptual model in practice in order to solve the local business problem at FreshTech.

Methodology Literature Review
This theoretical review is conducted in two steps. The first step is to familiarize with the literature
through books and synthesis articles in support of a systematic review. The second step is to gain a
thorough understanding of the relevant concepts through a systematic review.
2.1.1 Familiarization

The purpose of familiarization is twofold. First, to gain an overview of the literature by identifying key
findings. Secondly, to retrieve keywords to support the search method.
Overview
To gain an overview of the relevant concepts for the research question, books and research synthesis
articles are read. This step is not yet part of the systematic review and therefore the literature is
informally selected on the basis of their availability and through informal searches. Books provide a
comprehensive introduction to the concepts and are therefore a good first step to familiarize with the
context of the research. These books are informally selected on the basis of their availability in the
university library and recommendation by university courses. Research synthesis articles offer a more
condensed overview of the existing literature. These articles are informally selected based on
recommendations and internet searches for synthesis articles. For an overview see Table 2 below.
Table 2: Books and synthesis articles familiarization step.

Front-end NPD
Roadmapping
PPM

Books
Crawford and Di Benedetto (2015)
Kahn et al. (2013)
Phaal et al. (2001)
Cooper et al. (1998)
Levine (2005)

Synthesis articles
Mendes and Oliveira (2015)
Carvalho, Fleury, and Lopes (2013)
Killen, Hunt, and Kleinschmidt (2007)
Meifort (2015)

One main difference between synthesis articles and books can be attributed to their audiences. Books
have a more general audience, both academics and practitioners, whereas synthesis articles are more
aimed towards academics. Books, therefore, focus more on describing tools and methods applicable
for practitioners. Synthesis articles, on the other hand, focus more on the theories and research
methods applied by the reviewed literature. By drawing on both books and synthesis articles, a more
comprehensive overview is developed, covering both practical and theoretical perspectives.
Keywords
Keywords form an important part of the systematic search strategy because keywords are a quick
method to identify relevant articles. Therefore keywords are identified in the literature, in support of
the search strategy (see Section 2.1.2). The keywords are not all evenly relevant to the research
question, but a diverse set of keywords supports the validity of the literature search. Multiple
keywords are found for each concept because different authors have a preference for other keywords
to denote the same term or may introduce their own terms. The key topics are (Project) Portfolio
Management, Roadmapping and Decision Making.
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Table 3: Search keywords.

Topic
PPM

Keywords
NPD Portfolio, Innovation Portfolio Management, Innovation Project Portfolio
Management, Project Portfolio Management, New Product Portfolio
Management, New Product Development Project Portfolio Management.
Roadmapping Roadmapping, Technology Roadmapping, Roadmap.
Decision
Strategic Decision Making, Project Decisions Making, Project Selection, Project
Making
Prioritization, Effective Decision Making.

2.1.2 Systematic Review

The second step is to conduct a systematic review of the literature. This is done to gain a deep
understanding of the available literature by adopting a replicable and transparent process. Two search
strategies are employed: systematic search and snowballing. First, the systematic search is described.
Secondly, the data extraction. Lastly, the snowball method. The systematic search starts the process,
but the feedback from the other two steps means that the process is iterative (see Figure 4 below).
Systematic
search

Snowball
method

Data
extraction
Figure 4: Visualization of the steps of the systematic review.

Systematic Search
A systematic review is a rigorous approach that aims to minimize bias through exhaustive literature
searches of published and unpublished studies (Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). The systematic
review is guided by well-focused research questions, to uncover the theoretical frameworks used in
the literature. These frameworks are reviewed in the subsequent chapters.
Articles were searched on ABI/Inform through search strings, using the keywords identified in the first
step. ABI/Inform is a journal database that contains abstracts of about 1500 journals related to
business studies. The search strings are focused on finding matching keywords in titles or abstracts.
These were refined until a practicable number of articles (~100) was reached so that articles and
abstracts could be evaluated (see Appendix A). Valuation occurred on the basis of title and abstract in
relevance to any of the research questions.
In addition to checking their relevance, the articles are also assessed on their quality. This is to ensure
that well-established research is applied for the review. Assessing quality is a major challenge to a
systematic review, most often researchers rely on journal rankings as a proxy for the quality of the
article. In this research two rankings are used: SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) and Academic Journal Guide
(AJG) by the Association of Business Schools. For this literature review, a threshold is set that articles
have to be from recognized journals to be included in the literature review.
The SJR measures the influence of a journal through the citations it received and the importance of
the journals it received the citations from. There is no upper limit to this value, but a higher value
denotes a larger influence. The AJG is more comprehensive and also includes the assessments of
leading researchers in the respective fields and review of the journals procedures and quality
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standards. There are five categories (1, 2, 3, 4 and 4*) where 1 denotes a recognized journal with
modest standards and 4* are journals of distinction (Association of Business Schools, 2015).
Based on the set threshold, articles are selected when its journal has an SJR or an AJG ranking. No
journals were excluded in this process (see Appendix B).
Data Extraction
After the initial content check and the quality assessment, articles were downloaded and stored in the
Citavi software program (Citavi, 2016). This reference management program is used to read the articles
and the title, author and publication details are stored. The search and data extraction were conducted
iteratively since research assisted in the refining of the keywords.
The program allows making in-text annotations. These are stored as separate data entries and are
assigned tags by the researcher. During the reading, the researcher annotates important parts of the
text such as theories, findings and methods. These annotations are assigned tags, chosen by the
researcher. Tags are used to ease the retrieval of annotations at later stages and to create groups of
related annotations across different articles.
In a second step, the annotations are sorted into categories, facilitated by the assigned tags. These
categories form the basis for the chapter of the research. Related tags are merged to distil the number
of tags. Applying the annotations in this way helps the researcher to construct an understanding of the
literature that is closely related to the research questions.
Snowballing
The systematic search is supplemented with the snowballing method. In this method references of
articles are traced in the articles read, to retrieve more relevant articles to read (van Aken, Berends, &
van der Bij, 2007). When an interest is triggered by reading, the underlying article, a note is made in
the researcher’s notebook. When an interesting reference is noted more than once, the original article
is tracked down. References are traced by snowballing the found articles in addition to the books and
synthesis articles used in the first step of the literature review.
An article that is tracked down is evaluated using the same method as the systematic search to ensure
certain standards of the articles. The snowball method was limited by the fact that some references (3
in total) were not possible to be retrieved due to university library access restrictions. Search strings
were refined when new relevant keywords were identified. The same data extraction methods were
applied to the new references. Resulting in consecutive steps of literature search and data extraction.
This method is limited in that only backward citations are found, which results in only identifying
articles older than the source article. Therefore the method is more suitable for discovering articles
that form the foundation for a literature stream.
The findings of the systematic review are presented in Chapter 3 and are used for the empirical analysis
in Chapter 4. The methodology for the empirical analysis is presented next.

Methodology Empirical Analysis
The theoretical review is concerned with gaining an understanding of front-end decision making
approaches and developing a conceptual model that integrates Roadmapping and PPM. The
assimilated knowledge is applied to validate the current business problem and causes at the case
company and to determine the practicability of the model. This empirical analysis is conducted in a
holistic single-case study research at FreshTech.
This section first introduces the case company. Secondly, identifies the data collection methods.
Thirdly, how the data is analyzed. Finally, how the research quality is preserved.
Eindhoven University of Technology
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2.2.1 Case Company

The case study is conducted at FreshTech, introduced in Chapter 1. The case study is holistic because
there is a single case (FreshTech) and a single unit of analysis. The unit of analysis is the project
prioritization processes at FreshTech regarding the identification and selection of new product
projects.
Company Description
The company has 15 employees and the majority of the employees are part of one of three functional
groups, subject to change due to a possible merger in the summer of 2016 (see Figure 5 for the
functional groups).
Software

Product

Sales/marketing

•Responsibility: builds the core
software (FreshTech platform) on
which the products are built.
•People: 5
•Headed by: CTO

•Responsibility: builds the product
by developing functionalities to
solve customer needs.
•People: 5
•Headed by: Product Owner (PO)

•Responsibility: sales and
marketing activities.
•People: 2
•Headed by: CEO

Figure 5: Functional groups at FreshTech.

To develop the products, the Product team applies Lean and Agile methodologies, with the scrum
approach to manage product improvements. The final product is a web-based Business Intelligence
(BI) application. All the products are based on the FreshTech platform and therefore the different
products appear and operate similarly. The differentiation of the products is based on their target
segments. The main differences between products are related to their features and integration with
different databases. These databases are crucial to the products because the products do not generate
new data, rather they present data in novel combinations to solve customer problems.
FreshTech serves both Dutch and international clients in sectors ranging from Dutch high schools to
laboratories and hospitals. The products are mainly aimed at the education and health markets. The
product for the education market is used by a substantial number of Dutch high schools. The health
market is divided into products for pathologists and products for microbiology labs. The microbiology
products are currently in the development and commercialization phase. Because the other products
are serving saturated markets, new products are the primary driver of company growth. However, the
company experiences problems with the decisions in the front-end.
Unit of Analysis
The Decision Making Unit (DMU) is defined here as the group of individuals who have the authority to
make these decisions for new projects. In the current form, three people are involved with prioritizing
projects in the front-end. Their responsibilities within these processes are not formally defined but are
an extension of their functional description.
•

•
•

The CEO is responsible for identifying market opportunities and proactively selecting the most
interesting opportunities for FreshTech. Together with the Marketing Manager (MM), they are
conducting sales talks with interested companies.
The CTO is responsible for identifying potential technologies and selecting the solutions that
are most suitable for supporting the product features.
The Product Owner (PO) is responsible for identifying the relevant features that solve
customer problems and which can be built on the selected technological solutions.

At the start of the research the CEO, CTO and PO were involved. Due to the impeding merger, the role
of the CEO has been replaced by the Marketing Manager.
10
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The unit of analysis only refers to the decisions of new product projects: those that are new to the firm
and are targeted at a new customer group. This research is not concerned with the development of
line extensions or product improvements, but rather with radical innovation.
Furthermore, the intervention is limited to testing and refining the approach using the microbiology
market. This product line is chosen because it is the most recent application of front-end decisions the
products are still in development. Therefore this market is the most representative of the current
decision making approach within FreshTech. Furthermore, because the product offering is still
adapting the research can assist the company with reaching a consensus on the product offering.
The case study is bounded in time by the duration of the research. This means that the approach is
implemented at FreshTech and the findings from the intervention are reported. The scope of the
research does not allow for a post-intervention study to determine the effects on the long-term.
2.2.2 Data Collection Methods

According to Yin (2014), several sources of evidence should be used. Information on FreshTech is
collected using four different collection methods (see Table 4 below). This data is collected from
different employees of the company, encompassing the different functional groups and both members
and non-members of the DMU.
Documentation is gathered from emails between the decision makers (for example the product
planning by the CEO for 2016 or discussion of customer interviews). Other documentation of processes
is limited but the market report, for the previous pathology market, was evaluated.
The researcher is present at the company three days per week. This allows the researcher to be
immersed in the informal conversations and decision making processes that may reveal new insights.
The participant-observation method is performed during the implementation of the approach during
a series of workshops. The researcher leads these workshops to test and refine the model in order to
fit the organization’s needs. Both the evaluation of the participants and the researcher are reported
and used to support the findings.
Interviews are conducted with the members of the DMU to validate the current situation and evaluate
the intervention. The first round of interviews was conducted in March 2016 with the CEO, CTO and
PO. An additional interview was conducted on June 24th. The interview guide adheres to Flick’s (2009)
criteria for focused interviews: non-directionality, specificity, range and depth. This provides focus to
the questioning but allows flexibility for deeper questioning (see Appendix C).
Table 4: Data collection methods.

Collection method
Documentation

Direct observation
Participantobservation
Interviews

Resources
Emails (product roadmap, customer
interviews)
Market reports (pathology market)
Observing participant during product
discussions and product demos
Presence on work floor
Leading participant during implementation
of approach
Focused interviews with CEO, CTO, PO and
MM.

Eindhoven University of Technology
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Validate the current situation
& evaluate intervention
Validate the current situation
& evaluate intervention
Test and refine the approach
Validate the current situation
& evaluate intervention
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2.2.3 Data Analysis

Pattern matching is applied to determine whether the logic of the conceptual model can be applied to
the existing practical situation. This research follows the regulative cycle, which guides solving the
business problem at the case company and consists of five steps (van Strien, 1997). Important here is
that the research focuses on a real problem, which is also validated during the process, rather than on
perception or target problems. These are problems that are defined on the basis of inaccurate
perceptions or on the basis of unattainable norms.
First, the current problems are defined (van Aken et al., 2007). Secondly, the diagnosis validates the
problem and explores the causes and effects. Thirdly the design is adopted from the developed
conceptual model. Fourthly the intervention is implemented to change the decision making processes.
Finally, through pattern matching, it is determined whether the decision effectiveness has improved
and whether they are linked to the dimensions of the integrated approach.
2.2.4 Validity and Reliability

In order to ensure high-quality empirical research, the issues regarding the case study’s validity and
reliability are discussed here. An overview is presented in Table 2 below.
The construct validity denotes the extent to which an instrument measures what it intends to measure,
referring to both quantitative and qualitative sources of data. Two tactics are used to deal with this
issue: data triangulation and key informants reviewing the draft. First, data triangulation is to ensure
that the concept is measured completely, achieved through the different data collection methods
(Section 2.2.2). Furthermore, review the draft report by key informants, they can confirm whether the
concept is measured completely and has no components that do not fit the concept.
Internal validity denotes the conclusions drawn regarding the relationships between phenomena.
Pattern matching is applied to validate the business problems. Drawing on the theoretical review, the
company is expected to score low on certain dimensions of the decision approach which result in the
problems with effectiveness. By linking the diagnosis of the causes to the theoretical explanations and
rejecting rival explanations, internal validity is maintained.
External validity refers to whether the conclusions that are drawn can be generalized to other cases.
The external validity is a limitation of this research, because the findings are based on a single case
study and therefore need additional testing to generalize the findings for other organizations.
Reliability denotes the whether the conclusions that are drawn are irrespective of the particular
characteristics of the study and can be replicated in other studies. This primarily means that the
research should be well-documented to support replication which is achieved by the systematic
approach. Furthermore, all the collected data is stored in a software program for storing and organizing
information. The data is tagged for easy retrieval, for organization and identifying relationships. Finally,
the case study protocol prescribes how the data will be handled.
Table 5: Data validity and reliability.

Test
Construct
validity
Internal
validity
External
validity
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Tactic
Data triangulation
Key informants review
draft report
Pattern matching
Theoretical support

Method
Multiple sources of evidence
Review of researcher interpretation of
data
Comparing current decision making
effectiveness with expected effectiveness
The models selected in the theoretical
review guide the implementation

Research phase
Research design
Evaluation
Data analysis
Research design
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Case study protocol
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Steps of case study are documented
Research design
All documents are stored in a program Data collection
(Evernote), tagged for easy retrieval
Evidence contains participant, date, place, Data collection
type of evidence

Conclusion
The literature review was initiated by a familiarization step, a review of relevant books and synthesis
articles to familiarize with the literature. The second step was to conduct a systematic review of the
concepts of this research to answer the research question. This is achieved through a systematic search
to focus the literature search, reference managers for data extraction and the snowballing method to
identify more relevant literature.
The systematic search resulted in a low number of relevant articles on roadmapping. This may be
attributed to the wide variety of applications for which Roadmapping is applied. The snowballing
method provided useful support for gaining a deeper understanding of Roadmapping.
It is a characteristic of literature reviews in management science that questions change and become
more detailed during the course of a literature survey. The initial focus on this research questions was
project decision making in general. After gaining an understanding through the research, this research
focuses on project prioritization, which is discussed in the following chapter.
The empirical analysis is conducted at FreshTech, studying the Roadmapping and PPM decision making
process regarding the identification and selection of new projects. Multiple methods of data collection
are used throughout the empirical analysis. The analysis is conducted to validate the current problems
at FreshTech, test and refine the conceptual model in practice and evaluate the situation after the
intervention.
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The front-end is an iterative, interrelated decision making process in order to implement and refine an
organization’s innovation strategy. In order to develop a conceptual model for a decision making
approach, this chapter first elaborates on the front-end and decision making processes. Based on the
extant literature, four design propositions are formulated. Secondly, Roadmapping is introduced and
competing models are evaluated based on the design propositions. Thirdly, PPM is also introduced and
the most suitable model is selected. Finally, the integration of Roadmapping and PPM is discussed in
more detail, the conceptual model is developed and the model is explained in more detail. The last
section concludes the findings from this chapter.

Front-end Decision Making
First, four front-end models are analyzed and one is elected to aid the integration of Roadmapping and
PPM. Secondly, project prioritization is elaborated and related to project and portfolio. Thirdly,
literature is reviewed to understand different decision making processes and the approaches applied
by organizations. Fourthly, decision effectiveness is defined as the degree to which the organizational
objectives are achieved. Fifthly, the parameters of decision making approaches in relation to
effectiveness are identified and to formulate design propositions. Lastly, the chapter is concluded.
3.1.1 Analysis of Front-end Models

To aid the discussion of decision making and the integration of Roadmapping and PPM, a front-end
model is selected, based on their relevance to this research. Some models only deal with the front-end
while other embody the front-end as part of the NPD process. A shared characteristic of these models
is that they include opportunity identification, concept definition and project selection processes.
Three selection criteria are applied:
•
•
•

Level of detail: the tools and methods are presented by the model to support the analysis of
Roadmapping and PPM.
Practicality: degree to which the model supports implementation in practice. Abstract or
complex models are difficult to implement.
Nonlinearity: whether the model supports the view of decision making as a nonlinear, iterative
process.

First, the models are briefly individually discussed and their fulfillment of the design propositions is
presented in Table 6 below. A more thorough analysis is presented in Appendix D. Subsequently the
most suitable approach is selected.
i.

ii.

The third-generation StageGate model presented by Cooper (1994) is an updated model that
contains more flexibility in contrast to the formal and linear first-generation model (Cooper
1990). It consists of three stages, which are the processes that produce the deliverables
(Discovery, Preliminary Investigation and Build Business Case). At the end of each stage, the
deliverables are reviewed at the gates (Idea Screen, Second Screen and Go To Development).
The model primarily emphasizes the gates. The model does list supporting tools but does not
provide much detail. The practicality is high, which is supported by the widespread application
of this model worldwide. The model is presented as sequential but allows for parallel
processing and the review moments may result in adjusted decisions.
The model by Koen et al. (1996) is another extreme, which is a nonlinear and informal model.
The model presents three key elements, including the five controllable elements of the frontend (Opportunity Identification, Opportunity Analysis, Idea Generation And Enrichment, Idea
Selection, and Concept Definition). There are tools and methods presented, but the detail is
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not as high as the other reviewed models. The practicality, however, is low, the model is very
abstract and has no prescribed beginning or end which complicates translating it to a business
situation. The nonlinearity is high as ideas can move through the processes in every direction.
The model by Khurana and Rosenthal (1997) takes a holistic perspective, including both
strategic-level foundation and project-specific elements, to consider the front-end in the
context of the entire organization. The front-end processes consists of three sections (PrePhase Zero, Phase Zero and Phase One). The level of detail is low due to a lack of tools and
methods described. Practicality is low because the model only supports decision making at the
end of Phase One. The model is sequential and there are no feedback loops between the
processes and therefore does not support the view adopted in this research.
The model by Crawford and Di Benedetto (2015) builds on the idea of stages and gates, but
focuses more on the processes during the stages. The phases (Opportunity Identification and
Selection, Concept Generation and Concept/Project Evaluation) are concluded with a review
during the gates (Direction, Initial Review and Full Screen). These phases are very similar to the
phases of Khurana and Rosenthal. The level of detail is high because the model includes many
tools and examples of the model’s implementation. The practicality is high because the model
provides a framework by drawing on theory and discussing the implications for practice. The
model is presented as a linear process but allows for non-sequential, overlapping processes.
Table 6: Analysis of Front-end Models.

Model
Third generation stage gate
(Cooper, 1994)
New concept development model
(Koen et al., 1996)
Three phase front-end model
(Khurana & Rosenthal, 1997)
New Products Process
(Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015)

Level of detail
Low

Practicality
High

Nonlinearity
Medium

Medium

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

High

High

Medium

The comparison of the different models shows that the models range from formal to informal and the
level of detail differs substantially. While most models are presented as linear, they do allow for some
degree of nonlinearity. The model by (Koen et al., 1996) has a high degree of nonlinearity, but this is
also the main drawback of this model. This flexibility, feedback flowing back and forth through the
processes, inhibits systematization of the front-end. A medium degree of nonlinearity is therefore
more suitable for this research. Based on this, the model by Crawford and Di Benedetto (2015) is
selected here, because of the high level of detail of the tools described in the model, the practicability
and supporting for nonlinear, iterative decision making.
The model from Crawford and Di Benedetto (2015) is visualized in Figure 6 below (i.e. phases 1, 2 and
3 in the figure). During the Opportunity Identification and Selection phase, the organization generates
new product opportunities through changes in the organizational context, spinouts of the ongoing
business operation or new needs in the marketplace. Opportunities are researched, evaluated,
validated and ranked before selection. The selected opportunities advance into the Concept
Generation phase where the customer is involved in the process, solutions to customer problems are
identified through ideation and problem solving. The generated concepts then advance into the
Concept/Project Evaluation phase, where the concepts are evaluated based a host of technical and
commercial criteria to determine whether a concept should be developed.
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Concept/Project
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Phase 4:
Development

Phase 5: Launch

Figure 6: NPD Model (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015). Front-end phases highlighted in blue.

3.1.2 Project Prioritization

Decisions are the process of deciding between available alternatives in order to achieve a desired
outcome. Chapter 1 outlines the focus on one category of decision making: the decisions an
organization makes in establishing an organizational context and in planning development projects
(Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001). By deciding on strategic issues, decision makers guide the organizational
efforts and shape the current and future organization.
These decisions include a wide range of issues. Decision makers have to select the ‘right’ projects that
fit best with the organizational objectives and are most feasible (Teller, Unger, Kock, & Gemünden,
2012). As more information is gathered, project feasibility and alignment are updated, which requires
the review of projects and terminating those not right (Cooper et al., 2004b). Allocated resources
determine the pace of development and which objectives are attained first, therefore decision makers
have to determine which projects should receive the most resources (Kavadias & Chao, 2007).
In making these decisions, decision makers need to consider the project and portfolio level since there
is a bidirectional knowledge flow between these levels and therefore cannot be considered separately
(Cooper et al., 1998). Project prioritization is the ordering of projects according to their relative
importance, therefore it is inherently thus applicable for making decisions regarding a portfolio of
projects. Prioritization highlights what is important to the organization so that is can direct its efforts
on those important projects. In light of this, this research investigates project prioritization and aims
to develop an approach to improve this.
3.1.3 Decision Making Processes

The literature identifies three types of decision making processes. First, these types are introduced.
Secondly, the decision making approaches to manage these approaches are analyzed. Finally, one of
these approaches is selected to guide this research for developing the conceptual model.
Decision Making Processes
This research views project decisions as a span of interrelated and iterative decision making processes.
Decisions are not the result of a single moment in time. Rather, as more information is collected,
decisions are reviewed and updated to refine and implement strategy. In an extensive review of the
decision making literature, Elbanna (2006) found three types of decision making processes: rationality,
intuition and political behavior.
Rationality is the reason for doing something and to judge a behavior as reasonable is to be able to say
that the behavior is understandable within a given frame of reference (Elbanna, 2006). Rationality
provides an objective evaluation which may offer a strong rationale for decisions. However, decision
making takes longer to ensure objectivity and the over-reliance on data is not suitable in uncertain
contexts or for radical innovations.
Intuition refers to more incremental adaptations based on deep and intimate knowledge of the
situation faced by decision-makers (Elbanna, 2006). Intuition applies experience and gut-feelings which
can be helpful in uncertain contexts and for radical innovations, but this subjective reasoning makes it
hard to convince others.
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Political behavior assumes that decisions emerge from a process in which decision makers have
different goals, forming alliances to achieve their goals in which the preferences of the most powerful
triumph (Elbanna, 2006). Political behavior can result in faster decision making, but is often more
aligned with personal rather than organizational goals.
The role of political behavior is not well-understood because the evidence reports ambiguous effects.
Therefore this type of decision making is not considered in this research, which only focuses on
rationality and intuition.
These types are all present to some degree in organizations and do not happen in isolation. Rather
they occur simultaneously and interact with each other. Therefore decision making processes cannot
be modeled as a one-dimensional process, but rather as an interrelated process. How these processes
are applied within organizations is defined as the decision making approach.
Decision Making Approaches
Decision making approaches can occur through formal processes, meetings, or informal processes,
unwritten rules (Urhahn & Spieth, 2014). Decisions are always made, either through conscious
deliberate processes or unconsciously through inaction or by accident (Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001).
Elbanna (2006) classifies the strategic decision making literature into two streams: synoptic formalism
(represented by rationality) and incrementalism (represented by political behavior and intuition). A
smaller stream of literature argues that in practice, organizations apply both approaches in decision
making. Evidence for this was found in a case study on portfolio decision making, which identified three
different decision making genres and related these findings to Elbanna’s classification (Kester et al.,
2009). The formalist-reactive firms apply synoptic formalism and the intuitive firms apply
incrementalism (see Table 7 below). The third approach was discovered in some cases, relating to
logical incrementalism2, a combination of the first two approaches.
Table 7: Decision making genres (Kester et al., 2009).

Decision
making genre
Formalist
Intuitive
Integrative

Decision
making theory
Synoptic
formalism
Incrementalism3
Logical
incrementalism

Description
Decisions based on quantitative output-driven methodology and
competitor reactions, select mostly incremental innovation.
Decisions based on qualitative criteria and the experience and
expertise of the decision makers.
Decision based on strategy and both the hard sides and the soft
sides of innovation.

Kester et al. (2009) argue that this integrative approach is more aligned with practice as organizations
rely on both rationality and intuition for their decision making by leveraging their complementarities.
This is supported by Cooper et al. (2004b), who find that best practice firms rely on objective and
subjective decision making by encompassing both quantitative and qualitative measures. Simon (1987)
even argues that there is a continuum of combining intuition and rationality. Through balancing both
processes, organizations are better equipped to evaluate both short-term incremental and long-term
radical innovations (Elbanna & Child, 2007). Research also investigated whether approaches should be
combined, be applied independently or are context-dependent (Eling, Langerak, & Griffin, 2015). This

2

The term logical incrementalism is used this research to refer to this integrative approach. This avoids confusion with the
integrated approach that is developed in this research.
3

The role of political behavior was omitted in Kester et al. (2009).
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debate on temporal sequencing is beyond the scope of this research but does demonstrate the merits
of combining rationality with intuition.
Decision making is viewed here as a complex system of interrelated and iterative decision making
processes. Rationality and intuition are complementary processes and organizations can employ a
deliberate decision making approach to control these processes. The literature offers support that
logical incrementalism is most related to decision making in practice. Therefore this research draws on
the logical incrementalism approach to develop the conceptual model.
3.1.4 Decision Making Effectiveness

Two performance measures are often applied in the literature to assess the outcome of the decision
making process: effectiveness and efficiency. First, these two measures are explained. Secondly,
decision making effectiveness is explained in more detail and conceptualized.
Decision Making Measures
Decision effectiveness is a measure of the output, the degree to which the decision meets the
organizational objective (Dean & Sharfman, 1996). Decision efficiency is a measure of the input to
output, the ratio of resources (time, effort, finances) consumed to achieve the outcome.
This research is concerned with systematizing the front-end decisions for management to maintain a
degree of control over the processes to direct the organizational efforts. The introduction
demonstrated that NPD performance is often poor due to a lack of systematized front-end decisions.
It is more important to ensure that the decision meets the organizational objective rather than
ensuring that minimal resources are consumed. In addition viewing decision making as an interrelated
process, it is hard to quantify the consumption of resources for a specific decision. Therefore decision
making effectiveness is more suitable for this research.
Conceptualizing Decision Making Effectiveness
Through project prioritization, decision makers highlight what is important to the organization. This
directs the organizational efforts on the most important projects. However, project prioritization is
complicated by vague concepts during the front-end and based on assumptions about expected
market and technical conditions. There are multiple decision makers from various functional groups
who have different perspectives (Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001), which may lead to different assumptions.
It is, therefore, important for the decision makers to establish a common understanding of the
project’s value proposition. Especially because the decisions have organization-wide implications, a
coherent product offering needs to be developed for communication and coordination. In line with
this reasoning, the objective of the decision making approach is formulated as developing a common
understanding of the relative importance of projects. This objective directs the process to developing
a shared understanding. Effectiveness is measured by the consensus between decision makers. This
view of effectiveness does not mean that project importance is fixed over time. Rather, decisions are
interrelated and iterative and as more information is gathered, decisions are reviewed and revised.
This is in line with the marketing literature which states that an organization should have a coordinated
response to market needs (Jaworski & Kohli, 1993). Souder and Mandakovic (1986) state that the
purpose of decision approaches is “to create an organizational consensus on a decision by making
people involved in a decision aware of the needs of others, willing to open dialogue and information
sharing, and by making people willing to compromise and appreciative of the larger goals of the
organization” (pg. 39). This demonstrates that organizations can maintain control by deliberately
applying a decision making approach to systematize the decision making process. The next section
defines the parameters of a systematized approach to improve decision making effectiveness.
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3.1.5 Decision Making Approach

To develop a decision making approach that can be applied in practice, the focus is on those
parameters that affect the decision making effectiveness and are within the control of management.
After a systematic review of the literature, four parameters are identified: formality, explicitness,
information quality, and cross-functional integration. The parameters are discussed in more detail are
formulated as design propositions. These design propositions support the critical analysis of the
Roadmapping and PPM models.
CIMO Logic
The design propositions are formulated based on the CIMO logic proposed by Denyer, Tranfield, and
van Aken (2008). The CIMO logic is a method whereby a design proposition is presented through
stating the Context, Intervention, Mechanism and Outcome. This CIMO logic thus forms a design
proposition stating what to do in a certain context and what change this is trying to achieve and offers
guidance on why this could happen. In this research, the context for all these design propositions is
the prioritization of projects in the front-end. These projects are new product projects that are radical
innovations. In this context organizations require a systematic project prioritization approach, which
requires guidance in development.
Formality
Formality refers to clear processes that are consistently applied to every project (Teller et al., 2012).
This consistency ensures that projects are compared on a fair basis and therefore can be justified and
communicated throughout the organizations, thereby increasing the decision effectiveness (Urhahn
& Spieth, 2014).
Research demonstrates that formalization can support decision making but also have detrimental
effects on the front-end. Formalization is an important construct in organizational theory, which warns
of bureaucratization leading to increased organizational inertia. Khurana and Rosenthal (1997) posit
that organizations need to find the right balance between formal procedures and flexibility in order to
nourish innovation. Benner and Tushman (2003) take a process management perspective and argue
that formalization fosters the exploitative activities, which focus on existing customers and
incremental innovation. The explorative activities, which focus on new markets and radical innovation,
are crowded out by formalization. This discussion may explain the rise of incremental innovation found
by Barczak et al. (2009). Implementing process management approaches can undermine the
organization’s innovation efforts. But all projects pass through the NPD process and all require some
generic decisions. Therefore formalization should guide decision makers in defining the general
direction without prescribing every step in detail.
Design proposition 1 Formalization: the approach should consistently apply the decision process to
projects (I) so projects are compared on a fair basis (M) that can therefore be justified throughout
the organization (O).
Explicitness
There are many different criteria than can be applied to compare projects on their relative importance.
Decision makers may prioritize projects on objectives aligned with personal goals or their functional
group, which causes misalignment with organizational objectives. Explicitness refers to clear objectives
and criteria that need to be achieved. This provides a framework for comparison, guides decision
making through organizational objectives and criteria to measure these objectives (Teller et al., 2012).
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Most often the explicitness is embedded in the tools used during decision making, which focus the
comparison on defined objectives and criteria measuring to what degree the objectives are attained.
Many quantitative tools have been developed for decision making, which provide a decision based on
the input. However, these are subjective to gaming, where decision makers tweak the numbers to
achieve the outcome they desire (Cooper, 2013). This undermines the comparison project
prioritization because decision makers see the numbers as the outcome, rather than as input to the
decision process. Decision makers more readily use tools that support clear, shared and collaborative
decision making (Oliveira, Rozenfeld, Phaal, & Probert, 2015). For effective prioritization, the tools
should be decision supporting rather than decision making tools.

Design proposition 2: the approach should apply decision support tools with objectives and criteria
(I) so projects are compared in accordance with clear organizational objectives (M) aligning the
decision makers for collaborative decision making (O).

Information Quality
Decision making is based on the knowledge available to the decision makers. Consensus on project
prioritization is higher when decision makers have correct and truthful information to determine the
importance of projects. Integrity is high when there is a defined method which prescribes what
information to gather and how (Cooper, 2008). Making information available, comprehensive and
transparent helps to establish a reliable basis for decisions (Teller et al., 2012). This research refines
this definition to include both qualitative and quantitative knowledge.
Logical incrementalism denotes that both rationality and intuition are applied. Rationality is based on
objective information from empirical data, primarily quantitative in nature. However, during the frontend, objective information is difficult and costly to obtain and is considered less applicable for longterm and radical innovations. Therefore several researchers argue that the use of intuition can be an
effective basis for decision making (Kester et al., 2011). Expert judgments are primarily qualitative in
nature and can be gathered through informed intuition, a structured manner for gathering experiences
and knowledge of the team, which contributes to data integrity (Kahn et al., 2013).
Design proposition 3: the approach should providing a structure for making both quantitative and
qualitative information available (I) so decision makers apply both rational and intuitive processes
(M) to ensure decisions are made on a reliable basis (O).

Cross-Functional Collaboration
Projects are prioritized by multiple decision makers, originating from various functional groups.
Because the development is an organization-wide effort, different perspectives are required for
comparing projects. The different functions may make their tacit knowledge, locked in their functional
group, explicit to the other decision makers, to provide their perspective on projects (Albright &
Nelson, 2004). Involving different functional groups during the decision making helps to work towards
a common understanding of the importance of projects (Perks, 2007).
The interface between R&D and marketing is extensively studied and demonstrates the merits of
various perspective in the front-end. However, most of the research has been dedicated to
understanding the problems from the disharmony between the functions (Souder, 1981).
Interdepartmental conflict, the tension between departments that arises from divergent goals, inhibits
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coordinated responses to market needs (Jaworski & Kohli, 1993). To leverage the benefits of crossfunctional collaboration, a combination of divergent and convergent thinking is required. Divergent
thinking stimulates the differences in perspectives. However to avoid conflict and to stimulate
achieving an overarching organizational objective, convergent thinking is also required.
Design proposition 4: the approach should stimulate convergent and divergent thinking (I) so that
projects are viewed from different perspectives and makes tacit knowledge explicit (M) to prevent
interdepartmental conflicts and coordinate the market response (O).
Conclusion
In conclusion, decision making process effectiveness can be increased through applying a systematized
approach. Drawing on the literature, the approach should provide structure through a formalized
process that employs tools with explicit objectives and criteria, applies both quantitative and
qualitative information and facilitates cross-functional linkages for convergent and divergent thinking.
3.1.6 Conclusion

Project prioritization is important for front-end decision making. It is defined as the process of deciding
on the relative importance of projects. Decision making is an interrelated and iterative process which
applies different types of decision making processes. A decision making approach is the configuration
of the process types deliberately managed by an organization. The combination of intuition and
rationality is most closely aligned with practice. Therefore, this logical incrementalism is chosen as the
base for the approach developed in this research.
Decision effectiveness is the degree to which the decision meets the objective of the organization,
conceptualized here as the consensus on the relative importance of projects. Based on a review of the
literature, design propositions are formulated which are within the manager’s control and are related
to decision making effectiveness: formality, explicitness, information quality and cross-functional
collaboration.
These design propositions guide the evaluation of Roadmapping and PPM models in the following two
sections. These models are introduced and compared in the following two chapters. The analysis from
both chapters is synthesized in Section 3.4 to develop an integrated model to improve decision making
effectiveness.

Roadmapping
Generically, a roadmap is a layout of paths or routes that exist (or could exist) in some particular
geographical space, providing guidance to travelers (Kostoff & Schaller, 2001). In innovation
management, the roadmaps are a planning approach providing guidance for decision makers.
First, to provide a background, Roadmapping is discussed. Secondly, four different models are
evaluated to select the most suitable one. Thirdly, the selected model is described in more detail.
3.2.1 Roadmapping Introduction

To introduce the roadmapping concept, the objective of roadmapping is described, the research on
roadmapping is discussed and roadmapping is defined as a decision making approach.
Roadmapping
In essence, roadmaps address three questions:
1. Where are we going? The selection of a generic strategic approach.
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2. Where are we now? Identification and selection of alternative directions.
3. How can we get there? The identification and selection of alternative methods.
The outcome of the Roadmapping process is a roadmap, a time-based, multilayered chart where the
layers represent different perspectives (see Figure 7 below). By answering these three questions during
the roadmapping, the organization forecasts the evolution of commercial and technological
opportunities, and links the different perspectives of the organization.
Research on Roadmapping
Roadmapping emerged from management practice, rather than from theory. It was first reported at
Motorola, where it was implemented to improve the alignment between technology and strategy. The
benefit of aligning strategic objectives with technology was recognized by technology management
scholars, sparking an increase in research (Carvalho et al., 2013). The majority of research on
Roadmapping comprises descriptive, qualitative case studies of local applications (Lee et al., 2008).

Figure 7: Schematic of generic roadmap (Phaal, Farrukh, & Probert, 2004).

Roadmapping as Decision Making Approach
Roadmapping can be applied for a range of purposes and therefore the purpose of Roadmapping needs
to be defined. Kappel (2001) developed a taxonomy of roadmaps according to purpose and emphasis
(see Appendix E). The approach developed in this research is for the purpose of local co-ordination and
the emphasis on trends. Therefore this research is most associated with the product-technology
roadmap, which aims to align decisions with trends.
In this research, Roadmapping is viewed as an iterative decision making approach that provides a
framework for identifying and mapping project long-term opportunities in alignment with strategy.
Several authors have argued that the benefits of Roadmapping can be attributed to the process, rather
than the roadmap itself (Carvalho et al., 2013; Grossman, 2004). It provides a framework for strategic
planning, forcing organization-wide consideration of new ideas. Through linking the perspectives, the
process provides information for decision making in two ways. First, identifying gaps in capabilities to
meet commercial opportunities. Secondly, coordinating research activities for gathering knowledge
(Garcia & Bray, 1997). The outcome of this approach is a prioritized list of strategically aligned project
opportunities.
3.2.2 Analysis of Roadmapping Models

Three models for Roadmapping are gathered by the literature search and through the synthesis by
Carvalho et al. (2013) who identified the most cited articles. The models are evaluated on criteria based
on the design propositions. First, the models are briefly individually discussed (an overview is
presented in Table 8 below). A more thorough analysis is presented in Appendix F. Subsequently, the
most suitable approach is selected.
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ii.

iii.

Groenveld (1997) describes the workshops conducted within Philips by different functional
teams. The model consists of two workshops, but does not offer a clear process. It does include
tools and how these support the Roadmapping. It emphasizes the importance of crossfunctional collaboration and reaching consensus.
Albright and Kappel (2003) propose four sections to developing Roadmaps: Market, Product,
Technology and Summary/Action Plan. The workshops are detailed and the supporting
processes are shown. Tools are presented but their application is not explained.
Phaal et al. (2001) also propose four workshops of the Roadmapping process: Market, Product,
Technology and Charting, similar to the model by Albright & Kappel. It also showed the
supporting sub-processes and tools. However the model differs by offering an explanation of
how to apply the tools.
Table 8: Analysis of Roadmapping models.

Author

Formality
(Clarity of
process)

Groenveld (1997)

Not clear

Albright and
Kappel (2003)
Phaal et al. (2001)

Clear
Clear

Explicitness
(Tools offered /
description)
Tools /
described
Tools /
not described
Tools /
described

Information
quality
(Quantitative /
Qualitative )
Not described
Quantitative /
Qualitative
Quantitative /
qualitative

Cross-functional
linkages
(Emphasis)
Emphasized
Emphasized
Emphasized

All the models analyzed are in line with the generic aim of Roadmapping to develop a roadmap that
prioritizes strategically aligned projects. In addition, all the models emphasize cross-functional
collaboration, which is also often denoted as one of the primary focal points of Roadmapping.
The analysis here shows that the model by Albright and Kappel (2003) does present tools but only
mentions them but does not describe them. Phaal et al. (2001) fulfills all the design propositions and
is therefore selected. The formality is illustrated by the workshops, which are a stepwise process to
develop the roadmap, with a degree of flexibility to adjust to the individual organization. The
explicitness comes from the tools, such as Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and PEST analysis, that
are provided and explained in the model. The model relies on both quantitative and qualitative
information to support rational and intuitive decision making. The cross-functional collaboration is
stimulated by the linkages between the different departments which have to contribute their
information and finally achieve consensus on the projects for the roadmap. Therefore this model is
most suitable for this research. Furthermore, the authors successfully tested the implementation at 10
different organizations, which provides additional support for the model (Farrukh et al., 2003).
3.2.3 Roadmapping Process Model

The Roadmapping process is preceded by processes and information flows and is followed by actions
and projects (see Figure 8 below). Roadmapping provides a framework for the organization how to
structure and integrate these information flows and activities. The roadmap creation is the pinnacle of
the approach and comprises four workshops: three steps to link and prioritize market, product and
technology perspectives and one step to construct the roadmap itself. During these workshops, the
different opportunities and capabilities are prioritized.
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Figure 8: The Roadmapping model by Phaal et al. (2001)

The workshops are supported by tools including SWOT, PEST analysis and QFD. These tools support
both quantitative and qualitative data. Different methods are proposed for gathering knowledge.
Finally, decision makers have to develop a consensus on the planning of capturing market
opportunities. This is done by mapping the project proposals on the roadmap.
3.2.4 Conclusion

Roadmapping is an iterative decision making approach that provides a framework for opportunity
identification in alignment with strategy. The outcome of this approach is a prioritized list of project
opportunities that are strategically aligned. The model by Phaal et al. (2001) is selected as most suitable
for this research, based on the formulated design propositions. This model has a large degree of
flexibility which is both its strength and its weakness. A proficient application of the approach requires
clear organizational objectives to be set. The output of the Roadmapping process forms the input for
the PPM process, which is discussed in the next chapter.

Project Portfolio Management
The Roadmapping process produces strategically aligned projects and is situated in the opportunity
identification and concept generation phases. These projects qualify for resources to be allocated,
which is the concern of PPM. This chapter follows the same structure as the preceding chapter. First,
to provide a background, PPM is further elaborated by discussing the literature. Secondly, the different
models offered in the literature are evaluated and one is selected. Finally, the selected model is
described in more detail.
3.3.1 Project Portfolio Management Introduction

To provide a background for the analysis of Roadmapping model, the purpose of PPM is elaborated.
Second, the research on PPM is discussed. Lastly, PPM is defined as a decision making approach.
Project Portfolio Management
The consideration of individual projects to satisfy their budget and time objectives is the practice of
Project Management. The management of multiple, interrelated projects that satisfy a single objective
is the practice of Program Management. The most holistic overarching consideration of projects,
considering a collection of projects and programs, is Project Portfolio Management. The projets may
be related or unrelated, but the portfolio management allocates resources to satisfy organizational
objectives. The methods and tools that form the process to ensure effective resource allocation are
the responsibility of PPM, which is applied in a variety of industries, including real estate, financial
services and new product development. Focusing on NPD, Portfolio Management is most commonly
defined as “a dynamic decision process, whereby a business’s list of active new product (and R&D)
projects is constantly updated and revised. In this process, new projects are evaluated, selected and
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prioritized; existing projects may be accelerated, killed or deprioritized; and resources are allocated
and reallocated to the active projects” (Cooper et al., 1998, p. 8).
PPM functions both proactively and preventively (Meifort, 2015). Proactive in terms matching projects
with the objectives of the organization. Preventive in terms of revising the portfolio when projects are
not in line with the organization’s objectives. In their benchmarking studies, Cooper and his colleagues
identified different portfolio objectives and found that organizations with superior performing
portfolios geared their decision making towards a combination of four objectives4.
o
o
o
o

Value maximization: Allocate resources to maximize the value of the project portfolio.
Balance: Achieve a balanced portfolio in terms of a number of parameters.
Strategic alignment: Reflect the innovation strategy through the project portfolio.
Resource efficiency: Obtain the right number of projects to achieve the best balance between
the pipeline resource demands and the resources available.

This decision making process is characterized by uncertain and changing information, dynamic
opportunities, multiple goals and strategic considerations, interdependence amongst projects and
multiple decision-makers and locations (Cooper et al., 1998)
Research on PPM
Portfolio management emerged from project management literature where the earliest literature was
predominantly occupied with developing sophisticated quantitative algorithmic techniques for project
selection and optimizing portfolio value (Christiansen & Varnes, 2008). However, these methods were
often not applied in practice. Research shifted from primarily prescriptive models to more practical
models and descriptive studies. Benchmarking studies have provided empirical evidence for several
ideas that are widely adopted by the PPM literature (Cooper et al., 1998).
PPM as Decision Making Approach
The commonly accepted definition of PPM, by Cooper et al. (1998), views it as an iterative decision
making process where a list of projects is constantly updated and revised as new information is
gathered and projects develop. In this research, PPM is viewed as an iterative decision making
approach that provides a framework for project resource allocation to organizational objectives. The
framework forces consideration of projects on two levels: an in-depth view on the project level and a
holistic view on the portfolio level. Researchers have demonstrated that these decisions cannot be
seen as separate but rather have to be considered as interrelated (Martinsuo & Lehtonen, 2007; Perks,
2007). The outcome of this approach is a prioritized list of projects aligned with the objectives of the
organization.
3.3.2 Analysis of PPM Models

Four PPM models are gathered through the literature search outlined in Chapter 2. The models are
evaluated on criteria based on the design propositions. First, the models are briefly discussed (an
overview is presented in Table 9 below). A more thorough analysis is presented in Appendix G.
Secondly, the most suitable model is selected.
i.

4

Brenner (1994) provides a framework based on Analytic Hierarchy Processing (AHP) for project
prioritization. It clearly outlines construction of the AHP and stresses the use of judgment to
analyze the AHP outcomes. However, it is only based on AHP and does not describe how other
tools should be incorporated into the model.

A fifth objective, portfolio sufficiency, was later added but has not received much support in the literature Killen et al. (2007).
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De Maio (1994) offers a heuristics approach to multi-project management. Projects are
evaluated individually at gates and subsequently the portfolio is reviewed, which is an ongoing
process of control. Three dimensions are evaluated: risk, relevance and critical resources. The
model does not discuss supporting tools and can only deal with quantitative information.
Archer and Ghasemzadeh (1999) present a model that consists of three phases: pre-process,
process and post-process. It provides and describes several tools and relies on both qualitative
and quantitative data. Projects are also individually evaluated and then reviewed in a portfolio.
Cooper et al. (1998) describe a model where two processes are applied. Projects are evaluated
in detail at decision points (gates) on an ongoing basis. The total portfolio is reviewed
holistically at periodic reviews. It describes several portfolio goals that managers should
achieve, linking these to specific tools. It relies on both qualitative and quantitative data and
emphasizes the role of cross-functional collaboration to enhance information sharing.
Table 9: Analysis of PPM models.

Author

Formality
(Clarity of
process)

Brenner (1994)

Clear

Maio, Verganti, and
Corso (1994)
Archer and
Ghasemzadeh (1999)
Cooper et al. (1998)

Clear
Clear
Clear

Explicitness
(Tools offered /
description)
Tool /
described
No tools

Information
quality
(Quantitative /
Qualitative )
Qualitative /
quantitative
Quantitative

Tools /
described
Tools /
described

Qualitative /
quantitative
Qualitative /
quantitative

Cross-functional
(Emphasis)

No emphasis
Emphasis
No emphasis
Emphasis

The model by Brenner (1994) is based on a single tool for portfolio review. The other models all provide
a systematic process where projects are individually evaluated and the portfolio is reviewed. The
portfolio reviews are conducted periodically and projects are evaluated on an ongoing basis.
The analysis shows that Cooper et al. (1998) model satisfies all four design propositions. Process
formality is illustrated by the process of periodic portfolio review and continuous project evaluation.
The process is not as extensive as the Archer & Ghasemzadeh model, but this provides the organization
with a larger degree of flexibility to adapt the model to their current systems. The model presents
different goals for portfolio management and explicitly links those goals to tools that can be applied.
It relies on both qualitative and quantitative knowledge since expert knowledge is required in addition
to objective information. The model also promotes establishing cross-functional linkages to enhance
the communication and stimulate organization-wide support. The model is based on the benchmark
research conducted by Cooper and his colleagues.
3.3.3 PPM Process Model

The model by Cooper et al. (1998) is visualized in Figure 9 below. The model starts with the
consideration of the innovation strategy of the organization. Based on this the portfolio objectives are
determined which guide the decisions on the projects.
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Figure 9: Project Portfolio Management model by Cooper et al. (1998).

Decision makers have to evaluate the projects from both the project and portfolio perspective and
therefore two processes run concurrently: gates and portfolio review. At gates, individual projects are
evaluated in-depth, one at a time, on predefined criteria to determine whether it can advance, needs
rework or is rejected. Gates evaluate both new and active projects, which is related to the project’s
development phase. Portfolio reviews, in contrast, are the holistic consideration of the collection of
projects to determine whether the portfolio should be adjusted for better alignment with the portfolio
objectives. These reviews occur at set periodic intervals, independent of the development of projects.
Both reviews and gates evaluate the project in terms of objectives set by the organization, which
requires different tools. Both quantitative and qualitative data is used to evaluate projects. No
functional group should dominate the review or evaluation processes, rather the decision making unit
should be cross-functional. This is more aligned with best-practice organizations (Cooper et al., 2004b).
3.3.4 Conclusion

PPM is an iterative decision making approach that provides a framework for resource allocation in
accordance with the objectives of the organization. The outcome of this approach is a prioritized list
of projects aligned with the objectives of the organization. The model of Cooper et al. (1998) is selected
because it is most suitable for this research. The approach includes gates during which projects are
evaluated and periodic reviews during which active and new projects are evaluated to define the
portfolio. The next chapter discusses Roadmapping and PPM, why their integration benefits decision
making effectiveness and develops a conceptual model for effective decision making.

Integration of Roadmapping and PPM
Roadmapping and PPM are presented as frameworks for the decision making in the front-end. The
objective of this section is to develop a conceptual model for an integrated approach. This integration
is based on two premises: both approaches deal with consecutive phases in the front-end and
therefore complement each other, and both approaches reinforce the benefits of the other.
First, the two approaches are analyzed in more detail as consecutive front-end phases. Secondly, a
conceptual model is developed integrating the two approaches. Thirdly, how this integrated approach
improves decision making effectiveness is outlined.
3.4.1 Roadmapping and PPM

Roadmapping and PPM show similarities and both produce a list of prioritized projects. Although their
objectives are different, they focus on consecutive phases of the front-end. In addition integrating the
approaches reinforces their advantages, which provides support for the integrated approach.
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Consecutive Phases
Both approaches are concerned with evaluating projects on a strategic level in the front-end and are
less concerned with minute details of the projects. Furthermore, Roadmapping and PPM are flexible
approaches that can be adapted. The selected models have both been empirically tested in subsequent
studies (Cooper et al., 2004b; Farrukh et al., 2003).
Both approaches can be applied for project prioritization, but this is conducted for different objectives.
Roadmapping is an iterative decision making approach that provides a framework for opportunity
identification in alignment with strategy. PPM is an iterative decision making approach that provides a
framework for resource allocation in accordance with the objectives of the organization.
Roadmapping receives input from information flows of divergent perspectives, starting from the
organization’s strategy in order to derive project opportunities. It prioritizes the projects in terms of
market needs, product features and technological capabilities. PPM, on the other hand, receives input
from concept proposal processes to define the project portfolio. It prioritizes projects in terms of their
alignment with organizational objectives. Drawing on Oliveira and Rozenfeld’s (2010) front-end model,
the approaches can be linked to consecutive phases. Roadmapping is aligned with the opportunity
generation and concept generation phases and PPM is aligned with the project selection phase
(Oliveira & Rozenfeld, 2010).
Benefits from Integration
Both approaches reciprocally benefit each other. An organization benefits by preceding its PPM with
a systematized process for opportunity identification and project proposals.
1. While PPM can ensure that projects in the portfolio are strategically aligned, it cannot ensure
that all project opportunities identified are aligned to strategy. By applying the Roadmapping
approach, opportunity identification starts from an organization’s strategy which ensures
strategic alignment (Lee et al., 2008).
2. Because portfolios are found to be unbalanced in favor of short-term projects (Barczak et al.,
2009). Roadmapping identifies opportunities that encompass both short and long term
orientation (Albright & Nelson, 2004).
3. Cross-functional linkages are not inherent to PPM, however, Roadmapping leverages
commercial and technical perspectives (Garcia & Bray, 1997).
Inversely, an organization benefits by following its Roadmapping approach with a systematized
approach for project evaluation and selection.
1. Roadmapping is not suitable for project selection (Lee et al., 2008). PPM can ensure that the
project portfolio is in line with the organizational objectives (Cooper et al., 1998).
2. While Roadmapping determines which technological resources are required to develop
products, it cannot determine the optimal resource allocation for projects (Carvalho et al.,
2013). PPM is capable of allocating resources to the selected projects.
Therefore both Roadmapping and PPM benefit from either by respectively preceding and following
each other. How these models can be integrated is presented in the next section.
3.4.2 Development of the Conceptual Model

To develop the conceptual model, first, the requirements for the model are outlined. Secondly, the
model’s integration of Roadmapping and PPM is described in more detail.
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Model Requirements
The model should adhere to covering the front-end phases of the front-end model (Crawford & Di
Benedetto, 2015) and improving the effectiveness of project prioritization (Sub-section 3.1.5).
The previous section demonstrated that the two approaches are linked to the different front-end
phases of Opportunity Identification, Concept Generation and Project Selection. Following the
sequence of the front-end model, the two approaches should follow this order. Therefore
Roadmapping processes are applied in advance of the PPM processes.
The design propositions provide the requirements for developing the dimensions of the approach:
• Provide a systematized process that is consistently applied to projects.
• Contain tools with objectives and criteria for comparing projects.
• Structure for applying both qualitative and quantitative information.
• Facilitate cross-functional linkages for stimulating divergent and convergent thinking.
Based on the design propositions the IRP approach (Integrated Roadmapping and Project Portfolio
Management) is developed (see Figure 10 below). The model is divided into six workshops, which
consists of different processes and outcomes. The visualization presents the model as a linear process,
however, the decision making is an interrelated process and especially the information flows in all
directions.

Figure 10: The IRP approach, integrating Roadmapping and PPM. Blue box: decision making process. White box: decision
making outcome.

IRP Decision Making Approach
NPD is the implementation of the innovation strategy and both Roadmapping and PPM have strong
links with strategy development. Strategy analysis is the initial activity of Roadmapping, generating the
business drivers, which provide the framework for opportunity identification. For PPM strategy also is
a fundamental aspect, by providing a direction for the portfolio objectives. Therefore the strategy
analysis should be related to both the Roadmapping and PPM processes.
The Market, Product and Technology Analysis are part of the Roadmapping approach and are based
on the workshops in the model by Phaal et al. (2001). The Roadmapping process is related to the
mapping/charting workshop and is the pinnacle of the approach. The outcome of this process is the
roadmap project opportunities mapped against time and aligned with business goals. The process
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takes place at periodic intervals to update the roadmap with new information. This workshop is a
crucial element in the integration of Roadmapping and PPM because it translates the opportunities
into concepts, which are subsequently evaluated in the following workshop.
The Project evaluation determines on the basis of the portfolio objectives whether to include the
project in the portfolio. This is related to the gates in PPM model by Cooper et al. (1998). The
assumption here is that the first three workshops gather sufficient information on projects to make
these decisions. It is an in-depth evaluation of individual projects which occurs on an ongoing basis.
Prioritizing the projects according to the portfolio objectives ensures that only the most suitable
project opportunities are selected. During Portfolio Review the projects are reviewed holistically to
assess whether the portfolio is in alignment with the objectives. Projects that result in a sub-optimal
portfolio may be terminated to make room for more promising projects. This process occurs at periodic
intervals. The following sections describe the different workshops in more detail.
IRP Supporting Methods and Tools
Different tools may be applied to support the decision making process, which are dependent on the
existing organizational processes. These tools are found in the supporting references (Cooper et al.,
1998; Phaal et al., 2001). These are supported by the selected front-end model (Crawford & Di
Benedetto, 2015). Additional references are applied to support the practical application of
Roadmapping and PPM (Cooper et al., 2004b; Farrukh et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2008; Oliveira
& Rozenfeld, 2010). The first three roadmap apply methods derived from the Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) method to prioritize user needs, features and technologies (Park & Kim, 1998). To
evaluate the projects and review the portfolio, tools are selected for the different objectives (see Table
10 below).
Table 10: Portfolio objectives and their common tools (Cooper et al. 2004b)

Portfolio Objective
Value maximization
Balance
Strategic alignment
Resource efficiency

Portfolio Tools
NPV, Simulation models
Bubble diagrams, pie charts
Strategic buckets, scoring model
Resource limits

3.4.3 Overview of the Conceptual Model

The conceptual model developed here comprises seven decision making processes and 2 decision
making outcomes. These are described in more detail in Table 11 below.
Table 11: Overview of the IRP Approach

Workshop

Overview

Workshop 1:
Market

The decision makers determine the unit of analysis. Together with the innovation
strategy and the decision which markets to investigate, the business goals are
determined. This sets the focus of the market analysis and guides the development
of portfolio objectives.
During the market analysis, the market drivers and problems are identified.
Problems are prioritized according to the impact on the customer. This assists in
the development of product features.

Workshop 2:
Product

Product features are identified through brainstorming. After grouping the features,
they are prioritized according to impact on market drivers and business goals.
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Technological capabilities and gaps are identified and prioritized in their ability to
support the product features. In addition, the relevant resources are linked to
identify potential roadblocks.

Workshop 4: Project opportunities are charted on the roadmap, linking the impacts of the
Roadmapping market drivers, product opportunities and technological capabilities to achieve
business goals. Project opportunities are formulated as project proposals and
prioritized in terms of delivering solutions to customer problems.
Workshop 5:
Project
Evaluation
Workshop 6:
Portfolio
Review

Project proposals are evaluated on financial, risk, strategic and resource criteria of
the portfolio objectives. High ranking projects are included in the portfolio.
All active projects are periodically reviewed with updated information to determine
their relative importance within the portfolio.

3.4.4 Interventions IRP Approach

The model is analyzed using the four design propositions to describe the interventions of the approach
in order to improve project prioritization effectiveness.
Formality Intervention
The formalization ensures that all opportunities and projects are compared in a consistent manner.
The IRP approach overcomes two sources of conflicts.
First, visualizing market and technology evolution helps decision makers understand that priorities are
not fixed but rather shift over time, which may be a possible source of conflict on establishing priorities
(Vähäniitty, 2012). Mapping the projects on a time horizon reinforces a temporal perspective to the
decision making process (Farrukh et al., 2003).
Secondly, decision makers may be more concerned with debating whether a link with strategy is
apparent, rather than evaluating the project on the portfolio objectives (Englund & Graham, 1999).
Commencing the opportunity identification from strategy analysis ensures that the projects are
embedded in the innovation strategy. This reduces the need for debating the strategic alignment.
Explicitness Intervention
The IRP approach has clear and explicit objectives for the processes, highlighting what is important to
decision makers. These objectives and criteria are derived from the selected Roadmapping and PPM
models. The decision making process has a clear objective which ensures that decision makers have a
common goal (Teller et al., 2012). The PPM workshops provide guidelines for objectives and criteria
based on benchmarking studies.
Information Quality Intervention
The information is gathered before and during the decision making processes as functional groups
make their tacit knowledge explicit. Subjective knowledge can be supplanted for when objective data
is missing (Elbanna & Child, 2007). By stating the origin of the information, whether objective or
subjective, allows decision makers to assess the quality of the information. This focuses the decision
making process on applying the information rather than debating the relevance to the process.
Cross-Functional Collaboration Intervention
The IRP approach relies on involving different functional groups in the decision making. The initial
analyses coordinate the sharing of divergent perspectives and converging on a common direction for
the projects (Garcia & Bray, 1997). The decision makers develop the roadmap and therefore requires
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convergent thinking to develop a shared outcome. The cross-collaborative project is subsequently
evaluated by a multidisciplinary team of decision makers (Cooper, 2008). Through stimulating crossfunctional linkages from the start, the projects are developed from a common understanding and are
not “owned” by a single department. The approach, however, ensures that the decision makers
converge and are more appreciative of the larger goals of the organization (Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001).
Conclusion
The conceptual model developed in this research should improve decision making effectiveness. The
model retains the flexibility of the underlying models. Several factors such as decision making team,
the interval of the decision making processes and the specific supporting tools are dependent on the
target organization.

Conclusion
This research stresses the importance of project prioritization in the front-end. By prioritizing the
organization determines the relative importance of projects. This directs the development efforts to
the important projects. However, because prioritization involves multiple decision makers from
disparate functional groups applying different decision making processes, there is ample room for
disparate perspectives. In line with this reasoning, prioritization effectiveness is formulated as the
common understanding of the relative importance of projects.
Through a decision making approach, an organization can maintain control over the prioritization
effectiveness. Four design propositions were formulated that relate to effectiveness: formality,
explicitness, information quality and cross-functional collaboration. Using these design propositions,
three Roadmapping models and four PPM models are evaluated.
Roadmapping can be applied for a wide variety of purposes but in this research the purpose is viewed
as a decision making approach that provides a framework for opportunity identification in alignment
with strategy. PPM is viewed as an iterative decision making approach that provides a framework for
project resource allocation to organizational objectives. The model by Phaal et al. (2001) and Cooper
et al. (1998) are selected for Roadmapping and PPM respectively.
The front-end model by Crawford and Di Benedetto (2015) shows that Roadmapping is aligned with
the phases of Opportunity Identification and Selection and Concept Generation, whereas PPM is aligned
with the Concept/Project Evaluation phase. The impetus for integration is that both approaches can
leverage their complementarities. Roadmapping benefits PPM by ensuring that all identified
opportunities are derived from strategy, opportunities are identified on both short-and long-term and
links cross-functional perspectives. PPM benefits Roadmapping by ensuring that the selected
opportunities are in line with the organizational objectives and determining the optimal allocation of
resources to the identified opportunities.
Based on these insights the IRP model was developed, consisting of six workshops. The first three
workshops (Market, Product and Technology) are based on Phaal et al.’s model and are related to the
Opportunity Identification and Selection phase. During these workshops, the decision makers analyze
the strategy, market, product and technology and prioritize their linkages. The fourth workshop
(Roadmapping) is related to the Concept Generation phase. This workshop applies the inputs from the
previous workshops to chart the project opportunities. The fourth workshop is the link between the
Roadmapping and PPM approach by translating the opportunities into coherent projects that can be
evaluated for resource allocation. The last two workshops (Project Evaluation and Portfolio Review)
are related to the Concept/Project Evaluation phase. These workshops are concerned with prioritizing
the projects in line with the portfolio objectives.
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Based on the reviewed literature, the IRP model is expected to contribute to prioritization
effectiveness in the following ways. First, through its formality, consistently applying its analyses to
projects. Secondly, through its explicitness, the related tools provide explicit objectives and criteria for
prioritization. Thirdly, through the information quality, which provides a structure for applying both
qualitative and quantitative information. Finally, through the cross-functional collaboration,
stimulating both divergent and convergent thinking. Therefore based on this literature review the
conclusion is that the IRP approach can improve the project prioritization effectiveness. The next
chapter conducts a case study to empirically test the model.
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EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

This chapter is concerned with testing the developed conceptual model in a case study. This practical
context allows to validate the model and refine the design. The analysis concerns the project
prioritization at FreshTech regarding the identification and selection of new product projects. The case
study is conducted only for the microbiology market because this is the most recent product line. One
project is finished (Alpha), three other projects are still in development (Beta, Gamma and Delta)5.
This chapter is divided into four sections. First, the pre-intervention situation is described by analyzing
and diagnosing FreshTech’s prioritization effectiveness and decision making approach. Secondly, the
implementation plan is developed, which is based on the conceptual model. Thirdly, the findings from
the implementation are reported.

Analysis and Diagnosis
The analysis relies on multiple data sources which include emails, market reports and project
management reports. However, the predominant source is interviews with individuals of the DMU. To
maintain internal validity, the interviews are cross-checked and reviewed by interviewees.
Firstly, the business problem at FreshTech is validated by evaluating the decision making effectiveness.
Secondly, the causes of the ineffectiveness are explored by evaluating the decision making approach
on formality, explicitness, information quality and cross-functional collaboration. The main findings are
presented in Table 13 at the end of this subsection.
4.1.1 Validation Decision Making Effectiveness

First, the evidence is presented regarding decision making effectiveness to validate that the problem
is a real and not a perceived problem. Secondly, the implications of the effectiveness are discussed.
Effectiveness
This research focuses on prioritization effectiveness of meeting the organizational objectives, defined
here as a common understanding of the relative importance of projects. The research conducted
shows that there are two related conflicts on the R&D-Marketing interface that demonstrate the low
effectiveness of the decision making approach.
The first issue is the scope of the product. The initial idea was to develop a product for the Gamma
users. Due to imposed regulations hospitals are required to set up teams of Gamma users. When the
company gained a better understanding, the scope expanded to three more target users. Each, to
some degree, relies on data of infectious diseases and antibiotics use. Since then the company has
focused on different combinations of products, including a single product with different modules and
separate products for each segment. At the time of the research, there was still no consensus on the
best way to commercialize the product.
The second issue is the debate on what the most important customer problems are. The CEO notes
that at the start of the project it cannot be known what the final product should be. Drawing on lean
methodologies the NPD process is iterative and therefore the “product definition cannot be known in
advance because it takes shape during development”. Although the lean literature (Ries, 2011) does
claim that development cycles can be shortened through iterative product releases, this methodology
relies on hypothesis-driven experimentation. Yet the company is not concentrated on testing
assumptions or building minimum viable products (see subsection 4.1.2 for an elaboration). Even if
there are assumptions, these assumptions are not properly communicated and shared within the
5

The user names are anonymized to comply with a confidentiality agreement signed with the company.
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organization and there is not a common understanding of the market. In addition, the Product Owner
(PO) remarks that despite the project advancement through the NPD process, ultimately there is no
better alignment. During the development cycle, FreshTech gained market insights, but there is still
not coherent product vision or a common understanding. Discussions regarding Delta were concluded
by stating that this user was too complex to understand.
A result of these two issues is that the product offering remains vague and is interpreted differently by
the decision makers. The ineffective decision making has adverse effects on the organization’s efforts
in developing new product, which became apparent during the successive NPD phases.
Problems related to Low Decision Effectiveness
FreshTech’s development is based on short cycles and fast iterations. In an effort to avoid missing
windows of opportunity by deliberating and discussing products, projects are rapidly advanced as pilot
tests. However because there is no consensus about the value offering of the product or the underlying
assumptions, the project remains vague. Because the relative importance of the projects was not clear,
the company took the middle road and started equally developing each of the four projects. The
financial consequences are twofold, the product pipelines are overloaded and the profitability is low.
The first market opportunity in the microbiology market was identified in 2013 when alerted that the
regulation would be implemented a year later. However, the first product, Alpha, was only ready for
the market in 2015. The cycle time was prolonged because significant time was required to “find the
right value proposition”. This has led to discrepancies between what is contractually promised to early
customers and what is delivered. The lack of a common product vision misguided the efforts. As a
result, despite the long cycle time, three products are still not market-ready. “Whereas if we focused
on just one, we could have worked much more efficiently” according to the CTO.
Because there was no common understanding of the project, and what value it delivers, the company
is unable to assess the profitability before selecting the project. The CEO was convinced that the
opportunity provided a lucrative opportunity, but the PO was reluctant because “the link with
FreshTech’s BI capabilities was not sufficiently strong”. The effects become clear now that FreshTech
tries to market its products. The initial market opportunity, Gamma, is not profitable. First, the
formation of Gamma teams in hospitals has been slower than expected. Secondly, FreshTech has been
unable to present a coherent and strong value proposition to the customers. “Alpha”, has in reality
proven more profitable. Which is argued because it is “better aligned with FreshTech’s capabilities and
the value proposition is better understood”.
The analysis shows that the pre-intervention decision making effectiveness is low because there is a
lack of a common understanding on the relative importance of projects. Accelerating the front-end
ultimately results in prolonged NPD phases of development and commercialization (see Table 12). The
lack of focus and the overloaded product pipelines, due to ineffective prioritization, is aligned with the
logical incrementalist organizations identified by Kester et al. (2009), which require a system to
prioritize their projects. Therefore the decision making approach is analyzed in the following
subsection.
Table 12: Problems related to low decision effectiveness.

Problem
Low portfolio
value
Lack of focus
Overloaded
product pipelines
36

Literature
Ill-defined project portfolio management results in poor portfolio
performance (Cooper et al., 1998)
Lack of focus prevents directing organizational efforts (Kester et al., 2011)
Ambitious goals and enthusiasm may lead to a lack of focus which results in
overloaded project pipelines Kester et al. (2009).
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4.1.2 Pre-Intervention Decision Making Approach

The decision making approach has evolved over the years based on organizational learning. Therefore
the most recent accounts are the most reliable and reflective source of the emergent approach. This
analysis is presented in the form of front-end phases (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015).
Opportunity Identification and Selection
The Opportunity Identification and Selection phase started when the CEO identified an interesting
market opportunity. Healthcare contacts alerted FreshTech of the impending changes in regulations.
The CEO recognized a need for BI products. Therefore he interviewed industry professionals to gain an
initial understanding of how the market operates and problems that could potentially be solved by a
BI tool based on FreshTech’s technological capabilities. After the interviews, the most interesting and
promising opportunities are coordinated with the PO.
There are initial checks used by the CEO during the initial idea generation for market opportunities.
The criteria assess the commercial and technical attractiveness of a market. However these checks are
implicit, and only after a discussion a list of criteria could be produced (see Appendix H).
During this initial NPD phase, each DMU member relies on their domain knowledge for their arguments
and has contact with external parties relevant to their domain. Most of the collected information is
shared through phone calls, emails, informal talks and management team meetings. For previous
opportunities, the company drafted market reports, including PEST analyses, common definitions and
key persons. However the “overhead of market reports” is considered to impede the agile processes.
The CEO is primarily responsible for this initial phase by identifying and selecting the opportunities.
The linkages between the other functions are weak because the opportunity selection decisions are
taken by the CEO and there is not much input from the other functions on this decision. The strong
influence during this initial phase of the front-end affects the successive phases.
Concept Generation
By searching for prospective clients who are willing to be test customers, (“launching customers”), the
company transitions to the next Concept Generation phase. These customers are guaranteed
discounts or feature requests in turn for providing knowledge and access to their datasets. The contact
with the customer is often established by the CEO, resulting from the exploratory interviews. PO
becomes more involved by interviewing the key customers for problem identification and solving. The
company identifies possible solutions for the customer’s problems. However, the concept is still fuzzy
and the actual solution is under constant change based on the feedback from the group of initial
customers.
Using launch customers has both commercial and technical objectives. Commercially to gain a deeper
understanding of the problem and drivers in order to identify the customer needs. Technically to gain
access to customer databases or samples. The BI products developed by FreshTech are dependent on
the existing data because the products are built by linking and analyzing these databases.
To help develop the concept the company relies on two groups of informants. First, the launch
customers providing customer insights. Secondly, an expert committee of influential microbiologists
who help FreshTech gain market and domain knowledge. These two sources are often referred to
during discussions to support argumentation. This subjective information from a small group of
informants has a strong influence on the decisions.
The different functional groups all evaluate the information from their own perspective but ultimately
have to find agreement on the product offering. The PO describes that they are often more concerned
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with amplifying their differences rather than working towards a convergent product offering. Although
this may be attributed to their personal dispositions, this does complicate the decision making.
Concept / Project Evaluation
Diagnosing the Concept / Project Evaluation phase is difficult because in the most recent situation
there was not a deliberate decision to select a concept. The projects with launch customers evolved
into larger projects as FreshTech wanted to gather more data and test some propositions. All the
interviewees stress the point that this is also illustrative of earlier projects, which also emerged from
small pilot tests. Because the launch customers spend time and effort into helping FreshTech, promises
are made which pins FreshTech to certain features. In addition to the escalation of commitment, this
can be considered as unconscious concept selection decision making. This complicates project
termination and advances the project into the development phase. The interviewees admit that they
are often not aware of selecting a project, and only realize when the project is already in development.
Because the projects started as small pilot tests, resource constraints were not considered. In addition,
the PO admitted that a competitor analysis was not conducted. There is also no evidence of criteria
used to evaluate projects after the concepts have been generated.
Analysis
The main findings are presented in Table 13 below. The approach can be classified as an emergent
decision making approach rather than a deliberate application of a well-defined approach. As a result,
the decision making is informal as the processes are inconsistently applied across projects and based
on unconscious decision making. There are objectives for the decision making but criteria are often
lacking or are implicit. The decision making is primarily based on subjective information from a small
group of key informants. The linkages between the functional groups become stronger during the
phases, but the CEO has a decisive role in the initial decisions and with promising features to
customers, and the CEO and PO are more concerned with divergent thinking.
Table 13: Summary of analysis decision making approach.

Opportunity
Identification and
Selection
Informal
Formalization Inconsistently applied
across markets.
Implicit
Implicit opportunity
Explicitness selection criteria.

Information
quality
Crossfunctional
collaboration
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Qualitative
Market domain
knowledge is shared with
DMU.
Weak Linkages
CEO selects the most
promising leads.

Concept Generation

Project Evaluation

Informal
Emergent processes.

Informal
Unconscious decision
making.
Implicit
Projects are not selected
on criteria but based on
agreements with
customers.
Qualitative
Based on pilot tests.

Implicit
Objectives to test
commercial and technical
feasibility among
launching customers.
Qualitative
Customers and experts
have a strong influence
on the process.
Strong Linkages
PO becomes involved.
Primarily divergent
thinking.

Strong Linkages
Promises are made to the
customer by sales limiting
product.
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Roadmapping and Portfolio Management
In relation to the two approaches of Roadmapping and PPM discussed in this research, there is no
evidence of their deliberate application. First, there is no evidence of roadmapping applied as defined
in this research, although the CTO does apply another format to forecast the technological evolution.
However, the linkages between technological solutions, product features and market needs are not
addressed in this application. Secondly, there is no evidence of a deliberate portfolio management
approach. Projects are unconsciously evaluated and selected and the project portfolio is not reviewed.
The sources show that the pre-intervention decision making is ineffective as the consensus on the
projects is not high, rather the product offering is subject to constant debate by the decision makers.
In following the lean methodology the companies desires to apply principles of iterative development
and validating learning. However FreshTech fails to achieve this and as the front-end processes are
sped up, the vague product offering in the front-end does not improve. This has significant implications
that arise during the successive NPD phases. Diagnosing the decision making approach shows that the
approach is informal, applies implicit criteria, is primarily based on qualitative information and is
heavily influenced by the CEO and is based on convergent thinking. Drawing on the literature review
the decision making effectiveness can be improved by implementing the developed decision making
approach for FreshTech. This is presented in the following section.

Intervention
Implementing the developed IRP model at FreshTech requires a localized solution. Therefore first the
expected resistance is evaluated. Secondly, the intervention plan is developed.
4.2.1 Expected resistance

The expected resistance from the organizational members determines the difficulty of implementing
the decision making approach at the organization. The decision makers are aware of the problems
manifested in the NPD process and recognize the need to implement a systematized approach.
However, some resistance is expected because systematization is considered counter-intuitive to the
agile methodology. The main concern is that the approach should limit the overhead. Therefore this
implementation is only concerned with the IRP approach, which focuses only on the most value-adding
processes, in line with the agile methodologies. Furthermore, it seeks for synergies with the existing
development processes.
4.2.2 Intervention Plan

The intervention is introduced and implemented through six workshops, aimed to both test and refine
the IRP model presented in Chapter 3. The first four workshops are to implement the Roadmapping
processes, based on Phaal et al. (2001), and the last two workshop are to implement the PPM
processes, based on Cooper et al. (1998). An overview of the workshops is presented in Table 14 below,
which states the deliverables for the approach and the supporting methods and tool. A more elaborate
description and agenda for each workshop is presented in Appendix I. Some workshops spread over
multiple meetings to discuss both the supporting methods and the outcome itself. The CEO, CTO,
Product Owner (PO) and the Marketing Manager (MM) participated in the workshops.
Table 14: Intervention plan for the research.

Workshop

Deliverables decision
(participants and dates) making approach
1) Market Workshop: To identify and
• Define strategy.
prioritize market and business drivers
• Identify customer drivers
CEO, CTO, PO (21/04)
and problems
CTO, PO, MM (28/06)
Eindhoven University of Technology
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methods and tools
• Determine method for
gathering market
information.
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CTO, PO, MM (07/06) • Prioritize drivers and
problems.
2) Product Workshop: To identify
• Identify product features.
product opportunities and prioritize
• Group features
product feature concepts
• Prioritize features.
PO, MM (13/06)
3) Technology Workshop: To identify
• Prioritize technology
and prioritize technology
areas.
PO, MM (21/06)
PO, MM (28/06)
4) Roadmap Workshop: To chart the
• Roadmap charting the
identified project opportunities on a
drivers, features and
roadmap
technology areas.
CTO, PO, MM (03/08)
5) Project evaluation: To evaluate the • Project prioritized on
identified project opportunities based
portfolio objectives.
on portfolio objectives
PO, MM (10/08)
6) Portfolio Review: To review the
• Review projects.
portfolio composition based on the
• Redefine project
established criteria
portfolio.
CTO, PO (18/08)

• Determine required
technology research.

• Determine format
roadmap.
• Determine roadmap
interval.
• Select portfolio
objectives.
• Develop project
evaluation criteria.
• Select portfolio review
tools.
• Determine review
interval.

Intervention Findings
In this section, the findings of the intervention are presented for each workshop based on the
deliverables for the supporting methods and the decision making approach. The practical
considerations are summarized in Appendix J.
4.3.1 Workshop 1: Market

The first workshop also includes the introduction of the approach to
be implemented. First, the supporting methods for gathering market
information are determined. Secondly, the customer drivers and
problems are identified. Finally, these drivers and problems are
prioritized.
Supporting Method: Market Information
In support of the decision making the company has to determine how the market information is
gathered and what is considered acceptable information. First, the participants applied objective
information gathered from regulatory reports (for instance IGZ (2016)), and subjective information,
from key customers and the expert committee. Secondly, to facilitate the flow of information and
ensure compatibility with the scrum process, the approach will apply the same definitions and
formatting of problems. Thirdly, to evaluate the completeness of the list of drivers, the participants
used a PEST analysis as reference (which looks at political, economic, social and technological forces)
(see Appendix K). Fourthly, the participants noted that it would be valuable to test the company’s
assumptions of the market drivers and customer problems during customer interviews. Another
possibility is to do the workshop together with key informants or customers. Finally, the outcomes of
the first workshop can be used to structure the problems during the sales talks.
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Strategy Analysis: Defining Objectives
FreshTech’s strategy is currently under review due to the impending merger (see Chapter 1). The
participants were still able to formulate the following strategic objectives for the microbiology market:
locking in the market and to leverage synergy from their current products.
Market Analysis: Identifying Customer Drivers and Problems
Participants were asked to identify and list the drivers and problems for the respective target
segments. Prior to the workshop, this list was emailed to the researcher to compile the list. Similar
drivers were combined and the list was sent out for a correction by the participants. Four market
segments were identified: Alpha, Beta and Gamma and Delta.
Market Analysis: Driver Priorities
Based on the identified drivers and segments a spreadsheet was compiled on which the participants
were asked to fill in the importance of the drivers, prior to the workshop. The participants selected the
“0,1,3,9” scale for prioritization as the most useful (see Appendix J).
To facilitate the discussion, a spreadsheet combined the participant rankings to calculate the average
ranking. Only the large differences were discussed because these are most valuable for review. For
each driver, the participants outlined their rationale for their ranking. This helped to identify the source
of their disagreement. The differences originated from their functional perspective (CEO from a
customer-oriented perspective and the PO from a product-oriented perspective). In addition to these
differences, the participants also identified other sources of disagreement:
•

•
•

Time horizon: drivers may not have an impact now, but will in the future (or vice versa). To
facilitate the decisions a common reference time was selected and a comment section was
included to capture relevant information.
Information: the drivers are based on different sources of information. Participants stated
their information source. A lack of information is noted as a knowledge gap.
Ambiguous definition: the items to be ranked may be interpreted differently due to short or
vague descriptions. During the discussion, the definitions were sharpened. Using a similar
phrasing for the descriptions was important for the relative ranking.

The approach helped to identify these differences and by implementing the above-stated changes, the
approach develops a shared frame of reference. This focused the review on the perceived differences
of the importance of drivers and problems. During the discussion, the participants could update their
ranking to reflect their adjusted perception of importance.
The list of drivers shows that most drivers are unique for the user groups and some drivers have low
relevance for each user group (see Figure 11). This result indicated a knowledge gap because the
participants considered D4 an important driver, but this is not supported by the rankings. Gamma and
Delta only have one important driver, which may indicate that the user groups are not well understood.
Talks with customers would be conducted to determine whether more drivers are important to them.

Drivers (second review)
Impact

9
Alpha

6

Beta

3

Gamma
D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

D9 D10 D11 D12 D13

Delta

Figure 11: Bar chart of the importance of drivers (D#)
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The discussion of the problems resulted in the need to review and update the initial drivers. A new
driver was added because the problems were not accurately reflected by the existing drivers. This
resulted in a desire to review the ranking. Using a card game to show priority, the participants were
able to quickly rank each driver.
Market Analysis: Problem Priorities
While understanding the drivers is important to understand the customers, the participants expressed
that drivers are too abstract and that linking problems to product features is more sensible. Appendix
L shows the distribution of problems across the different user groups based on two reviews. The results
of the second review show that the problems are more distinct for certain user groups. Participants
identified where they could add value for the customer (“we don’t really solve that problem. We can
make a big difference there”). The findings also show there is not much “synergy between the
products”.
4.3.2 Workshop 2: Product

The second workshop starts with determining the method for
competitor analysis. In addition, the product features are identified
and grouped and the product features are prioritized.
Product Analysis: Identifying And Grouping Features
Product features were identified through a brainstorming session which resulted in 54 features.
Putting similar features together resulted in 17 groups (see Appendix N). This high number is the result
of the four different user groups included in the approach. There was a distinction between general
BI features, and specific features for the target market. However, the participants were afraid that a
lower number would result in a too abstract situation that would lose gaining actionable insights.
Interesting is that grouping is suitable for structuring the product in the scrum process. The feature
concepts are similar to the Epics used in Scrum. Epics are large user stories that need to be
disaggregated into smaller user stories to support development. Related features have to be
developed together and prioritizing the concepts helps to focus development on the most important
features. In order to determine whether the list was complete, the feature groups were matched to
the epics already established, which had some different names but were all matched.
Product Analysis: Prioritizing Features
The product features are prioritized according to their ability to fulfill customer needs, which helps to
identify potential arrangements for new product strategies. Prioritizing was based on the importance
of features in solving customers problems (see Appendix O). The participants found that the added
value was not sufficiently captured. While a problem may be large, it may already have been solved to
a large extent with existing solutions (“Should we focus on solving the last 10% of a certain problem or
focus on problems that can have a larger impact when solved?”).
Interesting is that this analysis proved valuable to compare the relative importance of a feature group
and the story points allocated to the related epics (see Appendix N). The PO noted that the analyses
from the Roadmapping are useful to convince the Product team to (re-)direct its efforts.
4.3.3 Workshop 3: Technology

This workshop is designed to identify and prioritize technological
capabilities and gaps. It assesses the method for technology research
and prioritizing the technologies.
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Technology Analysis: Identifying Technology
The technology is based on concepts, which are the combination of customer databases and technical
solutions that are developed by the Software department. This makes the products complex because
customers rely on different databases, from a variety of vendors, resulting in many configurations. To
identify the configurations, FreshTech needs to interview customer regarding their use of databases.
Technology Analysis: Prioritizing Concepts
The prioritizing concepts was based on the same spreadsheet style used in the previous workshop. The
prioritization was dependent on several criteria:
•
•

•

Workload: the required relative time for development and gaining access to the databases.
Must-have technology: these technologies are must-haves for business intelligence (BI) tools,
regardless of the final product. Because these are important irrespective of the market served,
these features are left out of the analysis.
Unlocking features: crucial technologies that enable a large group of features (“that
technology is super heavy, but can unlock so much more”). These features are marked.

4.3.4 Workshop 4: Roadmapping

The objective of this workshop is to chart the identified project opportunities on a
roadmap. The roadmap format and interval are determined and the roadmap is charted.
Supporting Method: Roadmap Format
The participants agreed that the roadmap should entail a concrete numbering of the
time span rather than using the abstract “medium-term” and “long-term”. The roadmap
spans a two-year time horizon because this was the timeframe the company considered
crucial for locking in the market. The last column, the year 2018, was applicable for “parking”
interesting items which cannot be adequately mapped. Furthermore, three layers are chosen: market
drivers, product features and concepts.
Market

•Drivers
•Problems

Product

•Features

Concepts

•Databases
•Technology

Figure 12: Roadmap Format.

Supporting Method: Roadmap Interval
Keeping the roadmap alive is named as one of the biggest challenges for companies. The participants
argued that the interval is dependent on the product newness. Products in the early phase of
development have frequent information updates while more mature projects may only need to be
updated once a year. This way the company can assess whether the priorities are still correct, the
efforts have been focused on the right things and possibly refocus the organization’s efforts.
Roadmapping: Charting
Three challenges were identified during the roadmapping process:
•

Added value: the importance rankings defined during the previous analyses only convey the
value to the customer, but do not show the degree to which the problem is currently solved.
A solution is to conceptualize the incremental added value that FreshTech can deliver.
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Finished features: Roadmapping for the microbiology market means that certain features are
already finished (“most of the value has been extracted”). A solution was to use mark the
features based on their development status (done, 80% done and not started).
Segmentation: there is a difference in user segments for the Alpha product. The product is
sufficient for small hospitals but requires additional work for large hospitals. However, the
chosen segmentation for the analyses did not allow for this split. A solution is to .

Despite the challenges, the participants gained the following insights and outcomes. First, the
minimum product is identified. Secondly, the projects are formulated using the “Product Skeleton”.
Thirdly, the linkages established during the workshop can be used for structuring a more coherent
sales talk. Finally, the Product Skeleton is more important for identifying projects, the roadmap itself
is more interesting for determining the market timing.
A minimum was established, which are essential problems the product needs to solve in order to be
viable for commercialization (“it needs some body”). By developing features that solve these important
customer problems the product adds substantial value to the customer and can be marketed. Other
features can be added later. Using the analogy of the roadmap, these are the surest road to gaining
market traction. The outcome supports the current position of the organization that the Alpha product
was ready for the market but that the other three products required additional development.
The participants experienced difficulty in translating these minimum features into projects. The
connection between the previous workshops and the roadmapping was not understood, which was a
roadblock for formulating the projects. After the initial roadmapping session, a solution was developed
using FreshTech’s software in the way of a “Product Skeleton”, visualizing the links between the
problem, feature and concepts.
The overview in Figure 13 shows the degree feature group 10 (right-upper quadrant) solves five
problems (left-upper quadrant) and the related technology concepts (right-lower quadrant). By
(de-)selecting the elements in the overview the decision makers can quickly identify the relationships
between the different elements.

Figure 13: Product Skeleton showing problems and concepts for Feature Group 10 for Alpha.

Using the Product Skeleton the participants identified five project opportunities: the four market
segments (Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta) and one project serving all four together (Complete) (see
Table 15). The different elements are the minimal problems to be solved, and the minimum features
and concepts the product should encompass for commercialization.
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Table 15: Project proposals.

Problems

Alpha
P1, P2, P7, P8

Feature
Group

FG10, FG12,
FG11, FG1

Concept

C2, C18, C14

Beta
P15, P18, P16,
P17, P19, P23
FG3, FG6, FG4

Gamma
P24, P25, P26

Delta
P11, P4, P12, P3

FG8, FG7

FG2 , FG10,
FG3, FG9

C14, C5

C1, C4, C14

C14, C18, C2,
C11

Complete
P11, P2, P1,
P18
FG10, FG2,
FG3, FG8, FG6,
FG12, FG4
C14, C18, C2,
C5, C1

The Product Skeleton helps to establish the linkages between the technology solutions, product
features and customer problems and market drivers more vivid. The results show that projects have
almost no overlapping features, meaning “weak synergies”. This delineation of the problems and
features would help marketing by delivering a more coherent product offering to the customers.
The participants considered the actual charting, placing the project elements on the roadmap, more
interesting for the identification of bottlenecks and determining the market timing. The product
skeleton was considered more useful for identifying the product opportunities.
4.3.5 Workshop 5: Project Evaluation

The objective of this workshop is to evaluate the identified project
opportunities on portfolio criteria. During this workshop the portfolio
objectives are determined, project evaluation criteria are formulated and
the projects are evaluated.
Supporting Methods: Portfolio Objectives and Project Evaluation Criteria
The portfolio objectives are derived from the model by Cooper et al. (1998): value maximization
(financial), balance (technical and commercial success), strategic alignment (strategy) and resource
efficiency (resources). These portfolio objectives help to determine the relevant evaluation criteria for
the projects. A scoring model was selected to conduct the project evaluation.
The scoring model is based on five objectives, which are split into different areas. Each area (see Table
16) has one or more questions in the scoring model (see Appendix Q). The financial evaluation consists
of an estimation of the factors contributing to the expected commercial value as well as an estimation
of the NPV. Strategy is based on the strategic objective formulated in Workshop 1.
Table 16: Project evaluation scoring model.

Objective
Financial
Strategic
Commercial
Success
Technical
Success
Resources

Evaluation Areas
Market Size, Estimated Price Per Customer and the Expected Costs
Strategic Fit, Strategic Leverage
Customer Characteristics, Market Conditions, Source Systems,
Sales Channels and FreshTech Commercial Capabilities.
Product Complexity, Customer Complexity, FreshTech Technical
Capabilities.
Estimated Time

The scoring model is based on a ten point scale. The objective measures for the numbers 1, 4, 7 and
10 were defined, which are used as reference points for decision makers. An example is the criteria
Growth Platform: 1 (one-time opportunity), 4 (chance to expand), 7 (potential for diversification) and
10 (opens new opportunities in commercial and technical areas).
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Project Evaluation
Some criteria could serve as thresholds during the Opportunity Identification and Selection phase. If
the threshold is not met, the market is not an interesting opportunity because it is not sufficiently
profitable or not aligned with FreshTech’s strategy and capabilities.
The criteria were weighted for their importance to FreshTech using the “0,1,3,9” scale. The zero
ranking was used for criteria not considered important, but still relevant for project evaluation. The
normalized scores of the projects are presented in Table 17 below.
Table 17: Normalized scores (max=10) for project evaluation criteria Strategy, Commercial and Technical.

Area
Financial
Strategy
Commercial
Technical
Resources
Average

Alpha
10.0
10.0
8.6
10.0
10.0
9.7

Beta
8.6
8.2
10.0
6.9
8.0
8.3

Gamma
6.3
7.0
8.2
5.6
7.3
6.9

Delta
8.7
8.1
9.3
8.8
10.0
9.0

Complete
8.6
5.7
8.2
5.2
4.0
6.3

The results show that there is not one project dominant on all criteria. The Alpha project scores high
on the strategy and technical areas, likely because it is most aligned with FreshTech’s existing products.
The Beta project scores highest for the commercial criteria, which is marketing manager confirms is
their current commercial success (“this the foot in the door, because it solves the problem most
concretely”). Gamma ranks second lowest because it has a moderate link with strategy and the
technical success is poor. This fits the sentiment in the organization which also feels that this is a
relative bad project (“it didn’t fit with the other products we had developed, which focus on long-term
business improvements”). This also confronts their initial idea that it had more potential. The Complete
project has the lowest score. It combines all the projects and therefore inherits all their underlying
weaknesses. The problem is technically complex and while its comprehensiveness can add much value
to the customer, it also makes it hard to be properly marketed. The CTO remarked that “based on this
evaluation we should have never started all four projects at the same time”. Using this evaluation the
participants would only select the Alpha and Beta projects.
4.3.6 Workshop 6: Portfolio Review

This workshop is conducted to review the portfolio composition based on
the established criteria. It selects the tools for the portfolio review,
determines the review interval and selects the portfolio composition.
Supporting Method: Tools
The scoring model was also considered appropriate for the portfolio review and the strategic bucket
was selected to determine the breakdown of the company’s spending on different types of projects.
Supporting Method: Review Interval
The participants noted that most of the information applied for the scoring model would not change
in the short-term. A half year was selected as an appropriate time interval. In addition, the portfolio
would be reviewed when a new project is evaluated. During these reviews, the participants would
review the scoring for each of the active projects and adjust their scoring.
Portfolio Review
The strategic bucket review was based on the allotted story points per project. The existing projects
were split into two buckets: product improvements and new products. The current breakdown shows
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a resource allocation of 58% to product improvements and 42% to new product projects (see Figure
14 below). Based on this review of the portfolio, the participants note that they expected the resources
allocated to new projects to be higher. This realization helps them realizes that the current portfolio
needs adjustment.

Strategic Buckets Products
Alpha
Beta
Gamma
33%
14%
Delta
Alpha
22%
31%

Product
New Products
Improvements
42%
58%

Beta
Gamma
Delta
Product Improvements

Figure 14: Strategic Buckets.

The participants noted that based on this information, the new products bucket should be larger and
that the distribution of projects needs to be adjusted. The prioritization of Epics for the different
projects will be based on the determined relative importance of the projects. For the portfolio review,
all the projects currently in development or commercialization are compared (see Table 18 below).
The Success project is the current cash cow of the company, and Success+ the line extension. Ypsilon
is another existing project while Omega is a prospected project. The results show that the microbiology
projects are scoring lower than the other projects in the portfolio. Especially the Gamma project rank
low. This confirms the current experience that the company should not have started all four projects.
The existing projects are more successful and are a good reference point for future projects.

Normalized
(max=10)

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Delta

Complete

Success

Success +

Ypsilon

Omega

Table 18: Scoring model for Portfolio Review.

Financial

8.5

7.2

5.4

7.3

7.2

9.1

7.9

8.5

10.0

Strategy

10.0

8.2

7.0

8.1

5.7

9.7

8.9

9.3

10.0

Commercial

6.7

8.0

6.5

7.3

6.5

9.9

10.0

7.6

8.5

Technical

9.7

6.9

5.6

8.6

5.2

10.0

9.9

9.3

8.7

Average

8.7

7.6

6.1

7.8

6.2

9.7

9.2

8.7

9.3

Conclusion
The analysis of FreshTech’s decision making effectiveness shows that in the pre-intervention situation
the product vision was not clear. The Marketing and Product team had different perceptions of the
product and customer’s problems. The fast decision making in the front-end resulted in problems
during the development and commercialization. Three products are still not finished and the company
has no idea which is the most important. The diagnosis reveals that the decision making approach at
FreshTech was based on informal processes, implicit criteria, primarily relied on qualitative
information and despite strong cross-functional collaboration most was based on divergent thinking.
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This demonstrated the need for the implementation of a systematized approach for the opportunity
identification and project selection.
The intervention is based on the conceptual IRP approach developed in the literature review.
FreshTech desires an approach that matches with the existing agile and lean processes and does not
result in too much overhead. Therefore the intervention plan is based on the essentials of the
approach, focusing on the most primary objectives of the underlying Roadmapping and PPM
objectives.
During the intervention, the participants linked the customer problems, product features and
concepts. The participants noted that the output of the market analysis could be tested amongst
customers or even that customers would sit-in during the analysis to provide direct feedback. The
participants also reported that the outcomes could strengthen the customer interviews and help to
direct the development efforts in the scrum approach.
The translation of the identified and prioritized linkages to a roadmap was complicated. The output of
the analyses was not sufficiently understood to be mapped as distinct products. To overcome this
problem, a Product Skeleton was visualized to support decision makers. This visualization was crucial
for the link for decision makers to understand the outcomes of the analyses and formulate the
minimum product. These minimum products are the bare essential features that solve the most
important customer problems. The identified opportunities were then individually evaluated based on
criteria for value maximization, strategy, market and technical success and resource efficiency. Based
on the project evaluation the decision makers would only select two of the identified four projects.
The results showed that FreshTech should have never started the four projects together. Furthermore,
they would adjust the strategic buckets, to spend more resources of new product projects relative to
product improvement projects.
The next chapter applies the design propositions to evaluate the intervention and refine the design of
the IRP approach for FreshTech.
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INTEGRATED APPROACH

This chapter presents the integrated approach based on the findings from the intervention. First, the
approach is evaluated based on the design propositions. Secondly, the localized model and the future
plan for FreshTech are presented. Finally, the conclusions are presented.

Evaluation of the Approach
To evaluate whether the intervention resulted in the desired effects, the decision making approach
and effectiveness are analyzed.
5.1.1 Decision Making Approach

The evaluation is based on reported experiences of the participants (see Appendix R) and the
researcher’s observations. The findings are compared with the pre-intervention situation using the
four design propositions of formality, explicitness, information quality and cross-functional
collaboration (an overview is presented in Table 19 below). The mechanisms are evaluated to
understand how the intervention worked.

Concept Generation

Project Evaluation

Formalization

(Workshop 4)
Formal
The Product Skeleton and
roadmapping provide a
clear process

(Workshop 5 & 6)
Formal
Projects are consistently
compared on portfolio
objectives.

Explicit
The underlying criteria for
importance of problems,
features and technology
are made explicit.

Explicit

Explicit
Criteria are set up to
evaluate projects on
portfolio objectives.

Quantitative/Qualitative
Problems are derived from
key customers and market
reports. “Homework”
required that relevant
information was prepared.
Strong Linkages
No functional group
“owns” the process.
Prioritization review
stimulates convergent
thinking.

Quantitative/Qualitative
The Product Skeleton is
based on the previous
analyses

Quantitative/Qualitative
Project scores based on
estimates and facts of
revenue, strategic
alignment and risk.

Strong Linkages
Project concepts are only
selected based on
consensus among
functional groups.

Strong Linkages
Dividing the risk into
commercial and technical
risk the decision makers
can understand potential
pitfalls

Crossfunctional
collaboration

Information
quality

Opportunity Identification
and Selection
(Workshop 1, 2 & 3)
Formal
Systematic discussion of
the importance of
problems, features and
technology.

Explicitness

Table 19: Evaluation of the IRP approach intervention at FreshTech.

Formality
The different projects were reviewed simultaneously, often requiring 100 separate rankings, the
process systematically discussed each element. One of the main challenges was finding the right
balance between detail and abstractness for the process. One participant remarked that “every driver
can essentially be traced back to money”. The drivers were considered too abstract to be linked to the
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product features, especially because the company is more accustomed to dealing with customer
problems. Therefore the problems layer was added.
The formality of the approach means that the decision makers have a clear process that is consistently
applied to projects. This intervention prevents that the decisions are based on unconscious or
emergent processes and ensures that projects are compared on a fair basis. In the pre-intervention,
the processes were inconsistently applied to projects and the processes were emergent or
unconscious. The intervention introduces formalization, through which the processes are specified and
followed by the decision makers (Teller et al., 2012). The PO remarked that in his experience “the
process is more interesting than the specific numeric outcome”. By consistently applying the processes
the decision makers also became aware of missing knowledge or understanding, for instance, if a user
group only had a few problems linked to it.
Explicitness
The objective of each workshop was communicated beforehand and repeated during the workshops.
Different to the initial situation, the explicit objective and criteria structured the workshops into “mini
discussions” where the projects were taken apart for each criterion. This ensured that the participants
only discussed the necessary and relevant issues during the review. Participants also corrected each
other during the workshops when the discussion veered off course. Through reviewing their
differences, the participants also made explicit their underlying assumptions which affect the rankings.
Time orientation, for instance, was made explicit by selecting a time frame for the review. The
participants could narrow down why their rankings differed.
The explicitness of that the approach means that tools with objectives and criteria are applied. Through
this intervention, the projects are compared in accordance with clear organizational objectives. The
approach makes the objectives clear to the decision makers. In the pre-intervention, the criteria were
implicitly applied or non-existent. In the intervention, the criteria were made explicit and the decision
makers had to share their underlying assumptions. Through this mechanism, the decision makers were
reminded of the objective and this supported the collaborative decision making (Oliveira et al., 2015).
In this way, the decision makers can justify and communicate its assumptions (Chien, 2002).
Information Quality
The participants were required to conduct “homework” to prepare for the brainstorming activities and
prioritizing. This facilitated the speed of the workshop but also ensured that the participants prepared
relevant information to support their rankings. Participants demanded this information from their
peers when there were differences. Participants used objective and quantitative information, such as
books, reports (“that’s literally in the TIP2 report”). But also used subjective and qualitative
information, such as their intuition or quotes from practitioners (“thinking of what she said to me”).
During the workshops, information was shared that was not previously shared between the functional
groups, often related to what customers or experts had said, but also about FreshTech’s products (“oh
really, we already have that functionality? I didn’t know that”). The participants addressed the source
of their information and when this wasn’t possible they stated the limitations (“it’s more a feeling, I
can’t make the case for it”).
The information quality of the approach means that there is a structure for applying both quantitative
and qualitative information. Through this intervention, the decision makers can apply both rational
and intuitive processes and understand both the hard and soft sides of the innovation (Kester et al.,
2009). In the pre-intervention, the decision makers relied much on the information from key
customers, often reported as facts. The information quality mechanism makes the information
transparent. In the intervention, the participants also primarily relied on reports from key customers
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and their own expertise. However, the approach required decision makers to share their information
on which their understanding is based. This transparency improves the data integrity (Teller et al.,
2012). This means that someone would be likely to make the same decision given the same
information. The validity of the information can be supported by testing the minimum product with
clients. Corroborating the assumptions with new clients can help to investigate whether the
information from existing customers has biased the results. Another possibility is to conduct the
market analysis together with clients.
Cross-Functional Collaboration
After the participants stated their underlying assumptions, they could discuss why their perspective
on the rankings differed. This process elicited a response by the participants by making their tacit
knowledge explicit. The divergent thinking as a result of their different perspectives and was
exemplified in reviewing customer problems during the first workshop. The Marketing Manager was
more market-oriented, relating the problems to their underlying drivers, whereas the PO was more
product-oriented, relating problems to features.
The approach, however, directed the participants towards collaboration and gaining a mutual
understanding. This is most vividly demonstrated by the convergence in ranking. For most of the items
under review, the participant agreed on the ranking. Per workshop, there were ten to fifteen items
that required discussion. Most often this resulted in converging on an aggregate ranking both agreed
on, but leaving a difference in their individual ranking to reflect their different perspective. This means
that the difference not always was reduced to zero (see Figure 15 below).

Convergence on Importance of Concepts
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

Concept

C1
C2

Before

C3

After

C4
C5

Figure 15: Difference in points assigned to the concepts (before and after review).

The cross-functional collaboration of the approach means that both convergent and divergent thinking
are stimulated. Through this intervention, the decision makers apply different perspectives and make
their tacit knowledge explicit. In the pre-intervention the cross-functional collaboration becomes
stronger after the Opportunity Identification and Selection phase, however, the decision makers stated
that they are primarily concerned with divergent thinking. In the intervention, the largest differences
in priorities were discussed by the participants, because these are most valuable for discussion
(Vähäniitty, 2012). The divergent thinking was stimulated by the decision makers stating their decision
perspectives. The spreadsheet reminded participants of the objective to achieve a shared
understanding of the relative importance. This forced them to converge on their rankings.
Conclusion
Table 20 below summarizes and compares the evaluations of the pre-intervention and the intervention
evaluations. It shows the situation and the outcome for each of the four design propositions. The
intervention is an improvement over the pre-intervention situation concerning these four design
propositions.
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Table 20: Comparison pre-intervention approach with the intervention approach.

Evaluation Pre-intervention
Formalization Emergent processes that were
inconsistently applied to projects,
projects unconsciously selected.
Outcome: Projects not fully
understood and unconsciously
selected for development
Explicitness
Implicit criteria for evaluating markets
and no criteria for selecting projects.
Outcome: Projects selected for unclear
reasons
Information
Decisions based on qualitative
Quality
information from key customers
Outcome: Key customers steered
products into direction
Crossfunctional
Collaboration

Focus on divergent thinking
Outcome: Misalignment between
Marketing and Product regarding the
value offering.

Evaluation Intervention
Conscious and deliberate processes
consistently applied to projects
Outcome: Projects based on reviewed
impact on problems and aligned with
portfolio objectives.
Explicit criteria that provide a framework
for comparison
Outcome: Projects aligned with
organization goals
Decisions based on quantitative and
qualitative information
Outcome: Aware of information
limitation so that decisions are made on
more reliable basis.
Divergent and convergent thinking
through objective of approach
Outcome: Shared market and product
knowledge and better alignment
between functions.

The participants experienced two issues with the approach. First, is that the abstractness of the first
three workshops complicated the comparison and would obscure the actual ranking. This was
mitigated by focusing on problems rather than drivers, but this may be the main impediment to the
future usage of the approach. Secondly, the Marketing Manager stressed that the results may be
biased due to focusing primarily on the knowledge gathered from existing contacts. This problem could
be reduced by validating the stated assumptions with customers and key informants, either through
interviews or inviting them to join during the Market Workshop.
5.1.2 Decision Making Effectiveness

The analysis of the initial situation showed that the effectiveness of decision making was low. The
approach focused the review only on the most valuable discussion points.
During the intervention, the participants indicated they were pleased with the convergence towards a
common understanding. They noted this approach structured the discussion by isolating the items
under review. Furthermore, they noted that due to the approach they had a better understanding of
how the products were constructed. The PO commented that “the process is much more interesting
than the numbers” because the participants shared their tacit knowledge. The “Product Skeleton”, was
an important addition to the process and helped to gain better insights into the results of the analysis.
In addition to its use during the workshops, this skeleton was also a helpful tool to communicate to
non-participants the output of the approach. This helps the organization to understand the product by
showing what the most important problems are, how those problems are solved and with which
technology there are supported.
As a result of the approach, the decision makers gained a common understanding of the relative
importance of the projects. The conclusion is that the decision making effectiveness has improved.
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IRP Approach Guide for FreshTech
The empirical analysis has focused on the microbiology market, but the approach can also be applied
for other markets. FreshTech has also acknowledged that the approach is used for other markets as
well, starting with the pathology market. In order to support the continuation of the approach in
FreshTech, this section defines the model for FreshTech specifically. It applies the findings from the
empirical analysis to develop a model that customizes the IRP approach to the local processes of
FreshTech.
The model is presented in Figure 16 below, which highlights the links between the IRP approach and
the scrum approach identified during the intervention. The model lists the objectives of the workshops,
which are detailed in this section.
Opportunity identification
and selection

Concept
generation

Concept/Project evaluation

Pre -Workshop
-M arket barriers

Workshop 1 : M arket
-M arket Drivers
-Business O bjectiv es
-Custom er P roblem s

Workshop 2 : Product
-Features
-Com petitor Analysis
-Epics
Epics

Workshop 3 :
Technology
-Concepts

Workshop 4 :
Roadm apping
-P roduct
Skeleton
-Roadm ap

W orkshop 5:
Project
Evaluation
-Scoring m ethod

Project Roadmap

Prioritized
Projects

Workshop 6:
Portfolio Review
-Strategic bucket
-Scoring m ethod

Project Selection

Scrum approach

Figure 16: FreshTech IRP approach.

5.2.1 Pre-Workshop

The Pre-Workshop is preceding all the workshops because this analysis is concerned whether the
market is interesting enough for FreshTech bases on the threshold criteria (see Appendix H for the
market opportunity selection criteria). If the market does not meet these standards, the market does
not have to be analyzed.
5.2.2 Workshop 1

The objective is to identify and prioritize market drivers, business objectives and customer problems.
These workshops are conducted when a new market opportunity is identified or to update the
roadmap, every half-year.

Identify drivers

Identify FreshTech
Milestones
Segment Market
and Identify
Problems

Workshop 1: Market
Drawing on the PEST analysis (Appendix K) the decision makers brainstorm
about the main drivers in the market. These drivers help to understand the
driving forces of customer problems and for structuring the sales talks.
The decision makers should formulate the milestones for the organization.
Most often FreshTech desires to leverage their existing product capabilities
and be a first mover.
Important for market segmentation is the user roles but also the
technological characteristics of the target segments. Segmentation could also
be based on databases used by customers. Based on the desired
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Prioritize Problems

Review Prioritized
Problems
Finalize
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segmentation the decision makers brainstorm about the customer problems,
important here is to have a similar formulation of problems.
Problems are prioritized based on their importance to the specified user
segment (using the “0,1,3,9” method). Prioritization can be done individually
outside the meeting or during the meeting using the “scrum poker”
technique.
Only the large differences are reviewed because these are the most valuable
for discussion. Think about the underlying assumptions that affect
prioritization (e.g. time orientation and information quality).
Identify the largest problems and compare these with expectation. Add
missing problems if needed. Furthermore, the value of this analysis improves
if the outcome of the analysis is checked with customers, either by doing the
analysis together or discussing the results.

5.2.3 Workshop 2

The objective is to identify and prioritize product features, analyze competitors and evaluate the Epics.

Identify Features
Prioritize Features
Review Prioritized
Features
Analyze
Competitors

Evaluate Epics
Finalize

Workshop 2: Product
Brainstorm about the features that can solve the customer problems. Group
similar features into feature groups.
Prioritize the feature groups based on the impact they have to solve the
customer problem.
Only the large differences are reviewed. Think about the underlying
assumptions that affect prioritization (added value, grouping of features). If
features already exist the level of development should be marked.
The participants noted that a competitor analysis would be useful to
determine the added value of FreshTech over existing solutions. By appending
the spreadsheet with columns for competitors. To compare with existing
solutions, the competitor analysis based on the QFD method is easily be
appended to the existing spreadsheet. This allows rank direct (BI solutions)
and indirect (e.g. Excel) competitors.
The outcome of the prioritization is used to formulate Epics for new projects
or to refine the epics for an existing project.
Identify the most important features and compare these with expectation.

5.2.4 Workshop 3

The objective is to identify and prioritize technology concepts. The concepts are a difficult element of
the approach, because the configurations of databases at customers are complex.

Identify
Technology

Prioritize
Technology
Concepts
Review Prioritized
Technology
Concepts

54

Workshop 3: Technology
Brainstorm about the different elements required for the technology
concepts: technologies and databases. Also, think about other resources that
could enable or impede new features. Group these elements into technology
concepts.
Each technology concept is prioritized based on its impact to support a
product feature.
Think about the underlying assumptions regarding technology (workload,
must-have technologies, and unlocking technologies). Identify potential
roadblocks or crucial technologies.
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Identify the most important technology concepts and compare with
expectation.

5.2.5 Workshop 4

The objective is to identify project opportunities using the Product Skeleton and chart the
opportunities on a roadmap. The roadmap is developed at intervals, which are more frequent for new
products (every three months) and less frequent for well-established products (once every year)

Product Skeleton
Identify Minimal
Product

Roadmapping

Finalize

Workshop 4: Roadmapping
Use all the outputs from the previous analyses for developing the Product
Skeleton in FreshTech’s software.
Using the Product Skeleton the decision makers identify the problems that
are crucial to be solved. What are the most important problems? What
features are required to solve those problems? And what technology
concepts are required to support these features?
First place all the elements of the minimum product on the roadmap. Link the
elements to establish a vision of the product offering. Place the “must-have”
and “enabler” technology concepts first and order the elements based on
their priority and workload. Using color coding and other markings, the level
of development or added value can be assigned to features.
Establish consensus on the projects that are the outcome of the roadmap.
These projects will be used for the project evaluation.

5.2.6 Workshop 5

The objective is to evaluate the identified project opportunities based on portfolio objectives using a
scoring model.

Scoring Model

Review the
Prioritized Projects

Workshop 5: Project Evaluation
Score the project individually based on their objective values for Value
Maximization, Strategic Alignment, Commercial and Technical Risk criteria
(the criteria for Resource Efficiency are considered less useful). Use existing
projects as reference to score the projects.
The projects scores are normalized and reviewed by the decision makers.
During the review, the decision makers can select whether a project is
suitable for FreshTech.

5.2.7 Workshop 6

The objective is to review the portfolio composition based on portfolio objectives. This is done every
half-year and when new projects are considered for development.

Scoring Model

Portfolio Review

Workshop 6: Portfolio Review
The scoring model is evaluated by the decision makers to determine if the
project rankings are still relevant. Scores are adjusted to reflect their current
rank. Large discrepancies in rank adjustment require more scrutiny of the
criteria or of the project to determine why its performance differs.
A strategic bucket approach is used to divide the projects into product
improvements and new product projects, based on the allocated
development hours. A bubble diagram is used to evaluate the projects based
on their financial value and their commercial and technical risk.
Based on the newly established ranking, the company may determine to
terminate existing projects in favor of a more advantageous project. This
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helps to determine if the company is on the right track with its project
portfolio.

Conclusion
The intervention evaluation shows that the approach is an improvement over the pre-intervention
approach. The design propositions are used to evaluate the approach. First, the projects were
consistently evaluated through a systematized process. This made the decisions conscious and
therefore the projects are compared on a fair basis. Secondly, the approach applied clear criteria for
comparing projects. Through using these criteria the participants had to state their underlying
assumptions and were focused on collaborative decision making. Thirdly the participants applied both
quantitative and qualitative information. The participants used both rationality and intuition to
compare projects and had to be transparent in their information. Finally, the cross-functional
collaboration was facilitated by the approach. This stimulated divergent thinking for the participants
to share their perspectives, but the overarching objective of the approach also meant they converged
on a similar understanding.
The Roadmapping processes were responsible for the identification of the project opportunities. The
PPM processes were responsible for the evaluation and selection of the identified opportunities. This
has helped the company to focus its development efforts and present a more coherent product
offering to the market. In conclusion, the implementation of the approach has had a positive effect on
FreshTech’s prioritization effectiveness.
Based on these findings the IRP approach is customized to fit the local processes of FreshTech. There
are no major changes to the model, rather the model is fit within the context of FreshTech. This is done
to mitigate the problems encountered during the intervention and link the approach with existing
processes so that it can become more embedded into the organization. The workshops are linked to
the scrum approach, which FreshTech applies for the development of projects and to manage product
improvements. The participants noted a lot of synergy between the two approaches. Furthermore, a
competitor analysis is appended so that the added value of a feature relative to existing solutions can
be better assessed. These additions should improve the value of the approach to FreshTech.
The following chapter concludes this research by synthesizing the results and discussing the
implications for both theory and practice.
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DISCUSSION

This study set out to research decision making approaches for the front-end of the New Product
Development (NPD) process. The decisions in the front-end have a significant impact on the
organization by directing the organization’s efforts. Therefore many organizations strive to systematize
the front-end, but the reported rise in incremental innovation suggests that organizations are still
facing practical challenges. Drawing on logical incrementalism, this research investigated how to
develop a systematic approach, identified the potential for Roadmapping and PPM to be integrated
and studied their integration. This research is designed to answer how Roadmapping and PPM could
be integrated to improve project prioritization effectiveness. A literature review was performed to
develop an integrated approach, which was tested by a case study at FreshTech.
This chapter concludes the findings of this research. First, the research question is answered and a
discussion of the theoretical and empirical findings is presented. Secondly, the implication for both
theory and practice outlined. Finally, the limitations and suggestions for future research are presented.

Research Synthesis
The conclusions of the literature review and the empirical analysis are synthesized to answer the main
question of this research.
6.1.1 Literature Review

This research considers two approaches commonly applied in practice: Roadmapping and PPM.
Roadmapping is a decision making approach that provides a framework for long-term opportunity
identification in alignment with strategy. PPM is a decision making approach that provides a framework
for resource allocation in accordance with the objectives of the organization. Chapter 3 argues that
both Roadmapping and PPM focus on consecutive phases of the front-end and can mutually benefit
each other.
To develop this model four design propositions were formulated: formality, explicitness, information
quality and cross-functional collaboration. The design propositions are used as criteria to evaluate the
models in the literature. Phaal et al. (2001) and Cooper et al. (1998) are selected for the respective
approaches.
The insights derived from these models resulted in the IRP approach, consisting of six workshops. The
first three workshops analyze the linkages between strategy, market, product and technology and
prioritize on their importance to the customer and organization. Subsequently, the fourth workshop
(Roadmapping) applies the analyses to chart the project opportunities. Finally, the portfolio workshops
are concerned with prioritizing the projects in line with the organizational objectives. The fourth
workshop is crucial because it functions as the link between the Roadmapping and PPM approach by
translating the opportunities into coherent projects that can be evaluated for resource allocation.
6.1.2 Empirical Analysis

An empirical analysis was performed to test the IRP model in a case study to determine whether
project prioritization effectiveness could be improved. The case company, FreshTech, reported low
effectiveness and experienced problems with developing a coherent product vision. The business
problem was validated by the finding that the company has three unfinished Microbiology projects,
despite a long cycle time. The low prioritization effectiveness was attributed to the decision making
approach, which was found to be informal, based on implicit criteria, predominantly relying on
qualitative information from a select group of informants and was primarily focused on divergent
thinking.
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An intervention plan was developed to implement the IRP model at FreshTech. This intervention
focused on deliverables for the decision making approach and the supporting methods and tools
required to make the decisions. Through a series of six workshops, the approach was implemented.
The findings show that the participants identified customer drivers and problems in the Market
workshop. In the Product workshop, the participants identified and grouped the product features and
linked these to the customer problems. In the Technology workshop, the participants identified the
databases and technologies needed to develop the product concepts. In the Roadmapping workshop,
the participants experienced difficulty in correctly identifying project opportunities. Although the
linkages between the three components had been established during the previous workshops, the
structure was not vivid. After the workshop, a solution was found in the form a “Product Skeleton”
which used FreshTech’s software to visually present the linkages between the market, product and
technology. Based on this solution the participants were able to formulate five project opportunities.
These were subsequently evaluated in the Project Evaluation workshop based on selected portfolio
objectives. Finally, the project portfolio was composed by prioritization of the projects. The
intervention evaluation finds that the effectiveness has improved as there is a common understanding
of the relative importance of the projects.
6.1.3 Integration

The integration of Roadmapping and PPM is based on two premises. The first premise is that the
approaches deal with consecutive front-end phases and therefore complement each other. Secondly,
Roadmapping and PPM reciprocally benefit each other.
Consecutive Phases
The empirical findings from the first three workshops show that the opportunities are identified in
form of the most interesting customer problems and solutions. A crucial process in this approach is
Workshop 4: Roadmapping and needs to be properly managed. This workshop translates the identified
opportunities into a concept and therefore the participants need to properly understand the linkages
between the identified elements. The reference for Roadmapping (Phaal et al. 2001) was not sufficient
in this regard. It does discuss formulating a product strategy and charting the product evolution, but
this was insufficient for the Roadmapping. The solution for FreshTech was found by developing the
Product Skeleton, a visualization of the importance of the linkages, which was used to identify the
minimum product. This tool supported the identification of the project concepts whereas the actual
charting was less useful for the approach and considered relevant for the planning the development.
The empirical analysis further demonstrates that the participants can easily identify the minimum
products based on the portfolio objectives. These findings, therefore, show that the Roadmapping and
PPM focus on consecutive phases on the NPD but that link between them is a crucial element.
Reciprocal Benefits
Roadmapping benefits PPM in three ways. First, the IRP approach starts from a strategy analysis and
formulating objectives. The formulated strategic objectives did influence the portfolio objectives, the
strategic alignment was not sufficiently checked during the analyses. This also resulted in projects that
did not align with strategy. Secondly, the IRP approach is concerned with market evolutions on the
long-term, which counteracts the growing imbalance of portfolios in favor of short-term projects.
Thirdly, the opportunities are developed by a multidisciplinary team, which improved the crossfunctional understanding and support of the identified projects.
PPM benefits Roadmapping in two ways. First, PPM is able to evaluate and select projects based on
the portfolio objectives. The empirical findings show that the opportunities are linkages of customer
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problems to product features, but it is unable to evaluate how beneficial these opportunities are for
the organization. Secondly, PPM is capable of allocating resources to selected projects.
Using the design propositions and the reference literature to develop the IRP model, this research has
theoretically and empirically demonstrated that the integration of Roadmapping and PPM improves
project prioritization effectiveness.

Implications
The research has several implications for both theory and practice. The theoretical implications are
related to the different streams of literature applied in this research. The practical implications are
related to small organizations, agile processes and roadmapping.
Theoretical Implications
The integration of Roadmapping and PPM advances the work by Oliveira and Rozenfeld (2010), who
identified the potential for their integration. This research validates the integration of Roadmapping
and PPM as successive and complementary front-end approaches. Furthermore, it advances the
research by adopting the logical incrementalism perspective and proposing the different mechanisms
of the integrated approach that result in improved prioritization effectiveness. Logical incrementalism
theory proposes that rationality and intuition are both applied by decision makers (Elbanna, 2006).
Kester et al. (2009) argue that the logical incrementalist view is more aligned with practice. This
research demonstrates that this view can be applied to develop a practical model that improves project
prioritization effectiveness. Furthermore, the design propositions are theory-driven and the research
shows that the design propositions have a positive effect on the effectiveness of project prioritization.
Cooper et al. (1998) describe in their commonly accepted definition of PPM that the process is
characterized by multiple decision makers. Decision makers originate from disparate functional groups
and may have different perspectives and knowledge. These decisions direct the organizational efforts
and need to be coordinated and communicated (Krishnan & Ulrich, 2001). Therefore they require that
there is a common understanding of the relative importance of projects. This definition is in line with
the marketing literature which states that organizations should ensure that their market actions are
coordinated responses (Jaworski & Kohli, 1993). Decision making literature discusses the role of
political behavior and the use of negotiation and bargaining in decision making (Elbanna, 2006; Kester
et al., 2011). It is addressed in the Roadmapping literature and is commonly accepted as an objective
of the approach (Garcia & Bray, 1997). However, in the PPM literature, the select collection of papers
discussing consensus is only concerned with consensus on the portfolio objectives (Meifort, 2015).
Because effects of project prioritization are organization-wide and have a strong effect on the entire
NPD process, this research supports the role of consensus in decision making. By ensuring internal
alignment, the value proposition is more coherent which allows the organization to focus its efforts.
In their seminal research, Benner and Tushman (2003) posit that process management focuses the
organization more on short-term easy to measure activities compared to vague, uncertain long-term
activities. Through systematizing the front-end, organizations tend to focus on exploitation rather than
exploration. Their thesis is that organizations should shape themselves as ambidextrous organizations.
The IRP approach developed in this research focused on identification of new product projects, those
that are aligned with the exploration activities of Benner and Tushman. The Roadmapping directs the
approach to the long-term opportunities by forecasting market evolutions and trends. In contrast, the
scrum approach within FreshTech is short-term oriented and is better able to identify improvements
to existing products, aligned with the exploitation activities. The findings from this research suggest
that organizations can apply different decision making processes for exploitation and exploration
activities concurrently allowing an organization to be ambidextrous.
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For organizations that apply Roadmapping, the intervention provided two interesting suggestions.
First, the outcomes can be used in interviews to validate the assumptions with actual customers.
Secondly, the first market analysis workshop could be done together with customers or other key
industry informants. These additions to the Roadmapping approach are barely addressed in the
literature. Garcia and Bray (1997) state that the roadmap should be validated, but they focus on
internal validation of product and technical feasibility, not on customer validation. These additions are
interesting methods for decision makers to validate their own inputs regarding customer needs.
Managerial Implications
The main implication of this research for FreshTech is that the IRP approach has improved decision
making effectiveness. Further implications of this research are that small organizations can benefit
from systematization their decision approach, the IRP approach and Scrum can be applied concurrently
for ambidexterity and the IRP approach can be embedded into the existing processes.
For small organizations, the findings demonstrate the benefit from systematization. Despite concerns
by FreshTech regarding the formalization, the results have shown effectiveness can be improved
without significant overhead in documents. The approach may result in more time spent in the frontend to develop a common understanding of the product. However, the improved decision
effectiveness reduces the total cycle time because the organizational efforts can be better
coordinated. This is also supported by Vähäniitty (2012) who finds that for small software companies,
a lack of PPM is not problematic, but they are better served by implementing explicit portfolio
management to coordinate their efforts.
For agile organizations, the findings show that IRP and Scrum can be applied concurrently. Agile
organizations often apply approaches such as Scrum to manage the development and resource
allocation. However one of the main limitation is the short-term orientation and the approach is
primarily concerned with incremental innovation. The IRP approach is more long-term and radical
innovation-oriented and therefore can be applied by ambidextrous organizations to manage both the
incremental and radical innovation.
The IRP approach can be embedded into the existing organizational processes. First, the outcome of
the market analysis can be used to structure the sales talks. Secondly, the product features can be used
to structure the Epics in Scrum (demonstrated in Appendix N). Thirdly, the product roadmap can be
used to prioritize the Epics and helps to establish the minimum for a marketable product. This is related
to the concept of Minimum Viable Product (MVP) (Ries, 2011). This MVP is particularly useful for
software companies because this allows them to test their assumptions in the market and reduce cycle
time. Finally, the portfolio evaluation is useful for prioritizing the projects in Scrum.

Limitations & Future Research
This research has several limitations that pertain to the chosen scope of this research and certain
factors related to the case study. These limitations should be addressed in future research.
Despite the care of the researcher, the applied literature search strategy may have unintentionally
omitted articles due to keywords specific to a stream of literature. Furthermore, the refinement of
search strings to reach a practicable number, focusing on titles rather than abstracts, may also have
missed important articles. This limitation is mitigated by conducting a replicable literature review,
using the applied criteria. Furthermore, the snowball method helps to reduce this limitation.
The integrated approach developed here is extensive, but not a comprehensive approach. The
approach is limited in that it does not support the exploratory activity of deciding which new market
the approach should be applied to.
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At the start of the research, the CEO was involved in the interviews and the first intervention workshop.
However due to responsibilities to facilitate FreshTech’s impending merger, the CEO opted out of the
process and his role and responsibilities were transferred to the marketing manager. The marketing
manager and the CEO are on par with their market knowledge, so no loss of tacit knowledge was
expected. However, a limitation is that personal dispositions are not studied in this research, which
McNally et al. (2009) show personality traits affect the decision process and outcomes.
The intervention was conducted based on products already in development. A limitation of this study
is that the company did not apply the IRP approach to identify opportunities and evaluate projects in
a completely new market. However the fact that the approach did improve the common understanding
of the existing product offering, does demonstrate that the approach improved effectiveness.
This research conducted an intervention study, but due to the time span, the entire implications cannot
be studied. The research demonstrates that the approach works, but this may be due to the presence
of the researcher. A more elaborate study is needed to determine if FreshTech is able to maintain the
approach for new products projects. Phaal et al. (2001) note that “keeping the roadmap alive” is one
of the hardest challenges for organizations. Future research may investigate how the approach is
embedded in the organization and how the approach has evolved. In addition, the approach is
primarily designed for FreshTech and therefore further research is needed at other organizations for
more empirical support of the findings presented here.
The research reviewed on both approaches is of a more qualitative nature since their purposes vary
widely between organizations. In contrast to Roadmapping, the literature on PPM contains more
theoretical underpinnings and is more unified in the objectives of the approach. Future research may
investigate whether other applications of roadmapping are suitable to be integrated with PPM.
The Product Skeleton developed during the Roadmapping workshop was crucial for the decision
makers to understand the outcomes of the Roadmapping analyses and define the minimum product.
This was an ad-hoc solution that was derived from the product roadmap but is not extensively covered
in the applied literature. Future research may investigate how these linkages can be better established
and visualized to support decision makers.
The participants experienced that a higher degree of rationality was applied during the portfolio
workshops. However this research did not test for the combinations of rationality and intuition in the
approach, it only allowed for both decision making processes. Future research could investigate if and
how these processes are temporally sequenced.
The investigation of the scrum process was beyond the scope of this research because the focus was
on the approach for new product projects. The findings suggest that there are many complementarities
between the two approaches that could be leveraged by companies. Future research may investigate
how the IRP and Scrum approaches can be leveraged for ambidextrous organizations.

Conclusion
This research conducted a theoretical and empirical analysis of integrating Roadmapping and PPM.
The developed IRP approach is shown to have a positive effect on the prioritization of projects in the
front-end. In the case study, the model is evaluated and refined for the processes of FreshTech.
Through this strategic approach the projects should be compared on a systematic basis, based on
explicit objectives and criteria, applying both rationality and intuition and facilitating cross-functional
collaboration for divergent and convergent thinking. By implementing this approach project
prioritization effectiveness can be improved.
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Literature Search Strings
Table 21: ABI/Inform Literature Search (ti: title. ab: abstract).

Potential
Interesting
articles
after glance
Project Portfolio Management
ti(portfolio management)
655
x
ab(project portfolio management)
525
x
ti(project portfolio management)
84
3
ab(new product portfolio management)
244
x
ti(new product portfolio management)
12
5
ab(innovation portfolio management)
239
x
ti(innovation portfolio management)
13
1
Roadmapping
ti(roadmapping)
82
5
ti(technology roadmapping)
51
12
ti(technology roadmap)
42
5
Decision Making
ti(decision making)
9838
x
ab(decision making portfolio)
869
x
ti(decision making portfolio)
34
7
ti(effective decision)
128
x
ti(effective decision making)
50
0
ti(effectiveness strategic decision)
3
1
Roadmapping and Project Portfolio Management
ab(technology roadmap portfolio)
6
3
ab(technology roadmap decision)
45
0
ab(roadmap decision portfolio)
4
0
ab(roadmap project selection)
4
0
Search String

Appendix B

Interesting
after reading
x
x
2
x
4
x
1
4
6
3
x
x
5
x
0
1
3
0
0
0

Journal Rankings

Table 22: Journal Rankings from SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) and Academic Journal Guide (AJG).

Journal
Academy of Management Journal
British Journal of Management
Creativity and Innovation Management
European Journal of Operational Research
IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management
Industrial Marketing Management
International Journal of Management Reviews
International Journal of Project Management
International Journal of Quality & Reliability Management
International Journal of Technology Management
Journal of Engineering and Technology Management
Journal of Product Innovation Management
Management Science
Production and Operations Management
R&D Management
Research-Technology Management
Strategic Management Journal
Technological Forecasting & Social Change
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SJR
X
1.51
0.48
2.37
0.97
1.49
1.93
1.51
0.67
0.39
0.94
1.98
3.39
2.76
0.69
0.47
6.39
1.27

AJG 2015
4 *
4
2
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
4
4 *
3
3
2
4 *
3
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Focused Interview Guide

Introduction by interviewer
First introduce myself. Then explain the aim of this interview which is to construct an overview of the current
front-end decision making processes at FreshTech.
Responsibilities
•
•

What is your function?
What is your role in the new product development process?

Current process
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Can you describe the decision process regarding projects during
o Identification of project opportunities?
o Generating concept proposals?
o Selection of project opportunities?
Is this process primarily focused on improvements of current solutions or looking for new
solutions/markets? Or both?
Would you describe it as a deliberate approach?
Are decisions reviewed after a period of time? Is there a set interval for this?
Would you describe the current process as systematic?
Is the decision making a top-down process? Does strategy affect the decision making process?
Is the decision making process a democratic process?

Prioritization
•
•
•

What do you consider as prioritization?
Is prioritization important in the NPD process?
Do you have dimensions on which you prioritize projects in the NPD process?
o If yes, according to what?

Decision Effectiveness
•
•
•
•

What do you think are the strengths of the current decision process?
Do you feel that the current decision making process is effective?
Do you think consensus is a good conceptualization of effectiveness? Do you think consensus is high?
Do you think the current decision process occurs in a timely manner?

Formalization
•
•
•

What are the pros and cons of systematizing the decision making approach?
Do you think a systematic approach could improve decision effectiveness?
Do you think a formalized approach would conflict with the agile way of working?

Explicitness
•
•
•

Which methods are used within the company to support the decision making?
How do you use these methods?
What are the pros and cons of these methods?

Information quality
•
•
•

What kind of information is used for the decision making?
Is this information gathered specifically for these decisions? Are different people responsible for
different types of information?
Would you classify this information as objective or subjective?
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What in your opinion are the pros and cons of those types of information?

Cross-functional collaboration
•
•

Are different functional groups are involved in the decision making process?
Do all different functional groups have a similar influence in the decision making process?

Roadmapping
•
•
•
•

Does the current approach explore the linkages between technological resources and business
objectives?
Does the current approach support communication between the different functions?
Does the current approach adequately considers both the short and long-term?
Do you know what roadmapping is?

Project Portfolio management
•
•

Does the current approach allocate resources according to the (portfolio) objectives of the organization?
Do you know what project portfolio management is?

Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you experience any problems that are related to the identification and selection of projects?
Do you think there is an adequate amount of projects in the portfolio?
Does the portfolio have a good balance of both short-and long-term projects?
Are all projects aligned with the strategy of FreshTech?
Do you think that some projects must have been terminated at an earlier stage?
Are projects developed in time to capture market opportunities?

Closing questions
•
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How would you describe the current style of decision making?
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Review of Front-end Models
Table 23: Review of front-end models based on three criteria.

Criteria
Level of detail

Practicality

Nonlinearity

Level of detail

Practicality
Nonlinearity

Level of detail

Practicality

Nonlinearity

Description
Third generation stage gate (Cooper, 1994)
It consists of three stages, which are the processes that produce the deliverables
(Discovery, Preliminary Investigation and Build Business Case). At the end of each stage the
deliverables are reviewed at the gates (Idea Screen, Second Screen and Go To
Development). The model is an improvement over the previous models by not presenting
too much detail: “some models, designed with the best of intentions, are simply too
detailed” (pg. 8). The model is based on four fundaments: fluidity, fuzzy gates, focused and
flexible. However the flexibility means that the model is not very clear as a base model for
the front-end.
Cooper’s Stage Gate model has been patented and publicized all over the world. The focus
on the gates as checkpoints, or decision moments, means that projects are evaluated at
specific points during their development.
The model are more holistic as it “considers the entire process from idea to
commercialization” (pg. 6).
The model allows for “parallel or concurrent processing” (pg. 6). This is needed because
“activities are undertaken concurrently (rather than sequentially) and so more activities
are undertaken in an elapsed period of time” (pg. 6). At review moments the decision
makers can decide to recycle the project, where the idea remains broadly the same, but
the employees refine the project to meet the standards of the gate.
New Concept Development Model (Koen et al., 1996)
The model presents three key elements: front-end elements, engine and influencing
factors. The five controllable front-end elements are: Opportunity Identification,
Opportunity Analysis, Idea Generation And Enrichment, Idea Selection, and Concept
Definition. The engine are all the controllable factors of the organization such as
leadership, culture and business strategy that stimulate an environment for innovation.
The influencing factors are all the internal (skills, technologies) and external factors
(distribution channels, customers, competitors) that impact the innovation process. The
model furthermore specifies tools such as brainstorming and methods like causal analysis.
Practicitioners have critized the lack of application of this model. The model is very
abstract, complicating the implementation of this model.
The model is a “relationship model, not a linear process” (pg. 8). There are no specified
starting points because the “circular shape of the NCD model is meant to suggest that ideas
and concepts are expected to iterate across the five elements. The arrows pointing into
the model represent starting points and indicate that projects begin at either opportunity
identification or idea generation and enrichment” (pg. 8).
Three Phase Front-End Model (Khurana & Rosenthal, 1997)
The model consists of two parts: the foundation elements and the front-end elements.
The foundation elements are the product & portfolio strategy and the product
development organization including structure, roles, incentives, and norms. The front-end
processes Pre-Phase Zero (preliminary opportunity identification: market and technology
analysis), Phase Zero (product concept and definition) and Phase One (product definition
and project planning). There are however no tools or supporting methods described.
In the model there is only one gate, after the front-end where the organization can make
a go/no go decision. Unlike the other models decisions are not put on hold or recycled.
Furthermore the decision making only at the end of the front-end does not reflect the
decision making in practice. In addition the model lacks flexibility and the model is not
seen often implemented in practice.
There are no feedback loops and the model presents a linear process from the Pre-Phase
Zero to the Phase One. There are no feedback loops or any mention of sequential
processing.
New Products Process (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015)
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The front-end model includes three phases: Opportunity Identification and Selection,
Concept Generation and Concept/Project Evaluation. The phases are concluded with a
review during the gates Direction, Initial Review and Full Screen. The model contains a high
level of detail, the phases are presented in separate chapters in the book, which detail
related methods and tools that can be employed.
The practicality of the process is high. The model is based on the combination of
theoretical and empirical analyses. The models builds on the research by for instance
Cooper in the development of their model. The model is also implemented in practice to
support the model’s validity.
The activities in the front-end are not sequential, rather they overlap. “It is not implied
that one phase must be completed before work can begin on the next one, like a pass-thebaton relay race. In fact, this kind of overlapping is encouraged” (pg. 20)
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Taxonomy of roadmaps

Figure 17: Taxonomy of roadmaps according to purpose (industry understanding or local coordination) and emphasis
(trends/trajectories or positioning) (Kappel, 2001).
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Review of Roadmapping Models
Table 24: Review of Roadmapping Models based on the four design propositions.

Design
proposition

Description
Groenveld (1997)

Formality

Explicitness

Information
quality
Crossfunctional
linkages
Formality

Explicitness

Information
quality

Crossfunctional
linkages
Formality

Explicitness
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The first step of the process is to set objectives and gather information. Workshop 1 consists
of information sharing, building a common view and building blocks for roadmaps.
Workshop 2 consists of generating roadmaps. However how these workshops have to be
conducted is unclear.
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Innovation Matrix are described, Portfolio analysis
and SWOT analysis are also mentioned. QFD can help to uncover the product features and
the technological capabilities. The Innovation Matrix (Blue Box at Philips) shows the
relationship between product feasibility and resource allocation.
The support for quantitative or qualitative information is not described.
The process is initiated by “establishing a team in which (strategic) marketing, product
management, research, development and engineering participate” (pg. 50). The workshops
should ensure “integral involvement of, and input by, the organization” (pg. 50).
Albright and Kappel (2003)
The process consists of four section. In the Market Section the customer segments are
defined, the competitive landscape is laid out and customer needs are prioritized.
Forecasting market trends helps identifying potential opportunities. The Product Section is
concerned with the “key product metrics that customers value in their purchase decision
and are the basis of product competition” (pg. 34). In the Technology Section “the
technological changes are linked with the product strategy” (pg. 37) and prioritized
accordingly. The final section is the Summary/Action Plan where the firm defines the attack
strategy, an executive view of the roadmap. Furthermore the model offers steps for a
planning activity at the beginning and an implementation activity at the end.
The model presents some tools that can be applied, but offers no description of how to apply
them. Experience curves is the only tool explained. The article refers to other articles for
more tools that can be applied.
The article states that accuracy is not as important as relative size and growth and that
market analysis “involves new data collection and estimation where good data is not
available” (pg. 33). The model relies on expert knowledge “building on each team member’s
special knowledge (pg. 31)
A cross-functional team owns the roadmap. And all the members of this team are
responsible since “all share in the creation of the plan, developing ownership across
functions” (pg. 33).
Phaal et al. (2001)
Four workshops are offered. In the Market workshop the drivers and needs of the customers
and the strategic objective for the company are identified. In the Product workshop the
product features are identified that are linked with the Market drivers. In the Technology
workshop the technological capabilities are identified and linked with the Product features.
In each workshop the importance of each element is scored. This produces a prioritization
of each market driver to product feature to technological capability. In the Roadmap
workshop the elements are charted on a roadmap. During each workshop “knowledge gaps
are identified together with sources of information and mechanisms for filling knowledge
gaps” (pg. 23). Furthermore attention is paid to the setting up of the process, since often
“keeping the roadmap alive” is the most challenging part.
The approach provides tools for each workshop. The Market workshop can be supported by
a PEST analysis to identify the market drivers and a SWOT analysis can help gain a deeper
understanding. The Product workshop is supported by the QFD method to rank the product
features in comparison to competitors and to market drivers. Furthermore product
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strategies may be developed to satisfy the range of market and business drivers in the
future. The Technology workshop relies on forecasting of technological changes to identify
potentially useful technologies. For the Roadmap workshop the model offers guidelines on
selecting the format for the actual roadmap.
The approach relies on both quantitative and qualitative knowledge. One of the main
purposes is to gather the knowledge from experts to forecast the evolution of the market
and technology. This allows to deal with both short-and long-term innovations.
“Multidisciplinary participation by both technical and commercial function supports
communication, linking technologies, capabilities and resources with products and services,
through to business and market drivers” (pg. iv).
The approach also suggest 5-10 members from different functional groups to be present
during each workshops, since this allows enough divergent ideas but maintain a close group
where consensus can be reached.
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Review of PPM Models
Table 25: Review of PPM Models based on the design propositions.

Design
proposition

Description
Brenner (1994)

Formality

Explicitness

Information
quality
Crossfunctional
linkages

The process consists of five steps which are outlined in detail. First, criteria are identified,
selected and aggregated into a logical framework. Second, the criteria are weighted and
consensus is built about their importance. Third, project proposals are evaluated using the
weighted criteria. Projects can be revised and re-evaluated. Fourth, resources are allocated
to maximize project progress. Fifth, judgment from individual decision makers is required to
consider issues outside the framework. The aim of the model is “to facilitate the exchange
of information and to develop consensus via a structured and documented process” (pg. 38).
The model is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Processing (AHP), developed by Saaty. When
the criteria, sub-criteria and rating levels are made explicit by communicating these
throughout the organization the organization knows what projects should be proposed. The
article does not mention other tools that can support the process.
“The technique can handle qualitative factors as easily as quantitative ones” (pg. 39). It does
not support the methods of gathering this knowledge.
There is no mention of interaction between functional groups. The model should be applied
by “the people who decide funding and resource allocation” (pg. 38).
Maio et al. (1994)

Formality

Explicitness

Information
quality
Crossfunctional
linkages

Formality

Explicitness
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The approach consists of several process and two loops through which the projects move.
The first process is the individual project classification and initial screening. Projects are
evaluated in terms of relevance, risk and critical resource requirement. The second process
is the portfolio evaluation and selection, which takes into account the resource
interdependencies. The third process, priority assignment and ongoing control of the
selected portfolio, is concerned with two loops. The first loop is the control loop which
control the individual projects and reviews them in the first process. The second loop is the
classification loop, which denotes the changes that may occurs as a project develops and
reclassification is required, prompting a re-evaluation of the portfolio.
Tools and techniques from research on Finance (Discounted Cash Flow), Operations
Management (Multi-Attribute Utility Theory, Multi-Criteria Decision Making) and Strategy
(scoring methods, check lists) are mentioned. However no integration with the process is
made clear and the authors refer to other literature.
The approach relies primarily on mathematical notations for the relevance, risk and critical
resource requirements. No mention is made of quantitative or qualitative data.
Interfunctionality is viewed as a critical area that requires more attention from the
management. However no mention is made of who should be concerned with the decision
making processes. Decisions are made from the managerial level but it is unclear who is
involved.
Archer and Ghasemzadeh (1999)
This framework consists of three phases which form the sequential activities of developing
the project portfolio. First are the pre-process activities: strategy development, methodology
selection, development of strategic focus, resource constraints and choice of model
techniques. Second are the process activities: pre-screening, individual project analysis,
screening, portfolio selection and portfolio adjustment. Finally the post-process activities:
the project development, gate evaluation and successful completion. These activities are
interrelated, but the general principle of the model is that projects are first evaluated
individually and subsequently the optimal portfolio is selected.
A desirability ranking is achieved through ad-hoc approaches, comparative approaches,
scoring models, portfolio matrices and optimization models. The authors make clear how
these tools are connected to the activities.
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The tools that can be applied by the approach allow “qualitative as well as quantitative
measures to be considered” (pg. 212). Qualitative variables such as policy or political
measures. Quantitative output could be each project's expected net value, risk, and resource
requirements over the project’s time frame.
There is no mention of who should be concerned with the decision making processes and no
mention of what functional groups should be involved.
Cooper et al. (1998)

Formality

Explicitness

Information
quality

Crossfunctional
linkages

The model by Cooper focuses on two levels the strategic level and the project portfolio level.
On the strategic level the company decides on the strategic objectives and the breakdown
of spending across projects. The project portfolio level is concerned with the evaluation and
selection of projects. Periodic meetings are conducted to review new and active projects in
relation to the portfolio. Individual projects are evaluated on an ongoing basis using gates
during project phases. During these gates the decision makers determine if a project is
continued, cancelled or needs readjustment.
The model also prescribes several goals for portfolio management: value maximization,
balance, strategic alignment and resource efficiency. For each of these goals the approach
prescribes several tools that can be applied. Value maximization can be calculated with NPV
or simulation models. Balance can be evaluated with bubble diagrams or pie charts. Strategic
alignment can be evaluated with strategic buckets or scoring models. Resource efficiency
can be calculated with resource limits.
The methods applied are only as good as the data on which they are based. Thus decision
makers should be aware of the origin of the data. The decision points can contain both
quantitative and qualitative criteria, where qualitative criteria may be more suitable for the
earlier gates due to the high degree of uncertainty. Often only ‘soft’ data is available during
the front-end, which is related to expert judgments.
Each stage is cross-functional: there is stage that belongs to a functional group. Rather the
organization should require that input and effort is delivered by all functional groups. Crossfunctional collaboration is embedded in the stage gates from beginning to end.
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Criteria Opportunity Selection
Table 26: Criteria market/product combination (CEO).

Criteria
Company feels business problem
Business to business problem
Problem is top 10 problems
within organization
Preferably international problem
Problem has profound impact on
customer
Willingness to pay X amount for
solution
Problem is in the primary
processes of the customer
Number of organizations
Size of potential customers
Problem should be solvable
using existing data
Problem is result of law or
regulations
Domain is closely related to
existing markets
Intersection of private and
public
Business case

76

Description
The problem should be felt by the organization
Business to consumer is not the strength of the
organization
The problem is a well known problem among
potential customers
International problem allows to scale the solution
internally
A profound impact means the customer is willing to
pay for a solution
The customer is prepared to pay X amount for a
solution of the problem
Secondary processes are not a big problem in
organizations
Low number of customers means we are very
dependent on a single customer
50-1000 employees
If there is no data available, we cannot develop a
solution
Organizations do not change unless they have
external pressure which obligates them to change
Reduces cost of entry because we can rely on existing
network and most importantly we have an
understanding of the business and the problems
Pure private enterprises are not hurt by regulations

Importance
Hard
Hard
Medium hard
Medium hard
Hard

Hard

Hard

Medium hard

Soft

We should be able to describe the impact of the
problem, the cost, the investment in our product and
the return
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Workshop Agendas

Workshop 1: Market
Date: 21-04 / 28-06 / 07-06
Participants: CEO, CTO, PO, MM, Researcher
Objective: To identify and prioritize market and business drivers
Preparation: List of drivers and customer problems. Importance of drivers.
Deliverables: List of prioritized drivers and list of customer problems.

1) Introduction
The first workshops introduces the entire process to the participants so that the process is clear from
the onset. Clearly communicating the objectives of the entire approach helps the participants
understand the overarching aim of the individual workshops (Phaal et al., 2001). After the introduction
the workshop objective is to identify and define the drivers that are market needs and trends.
The participants will brainstorm regarding market drivers and will group these into similar drivers. In
addition different market segments are identified to prioritize the drivers for different segments.
The drivers are prioritized according to their importance to the customer, based on the available
market information in the organization including market reports or customer insights. Three ranking
scales, will be tested in order to determine the most suitable scale for FreshTech:
1. Every driver is assigned a unique rank with 1 highest priority and importance in descending
order.
2. Drivers are assigned a 0 (no importance), 1 (low importance), 3 (low-medium importance) or
9 (high importance). This scale is based on the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) tool (Park
& Kim, 1998).
3. Drivers are assigned points, with a maximum of 100 points to be distributed for each user
group.
The rankings are first done individually to prevent a bias in the ranking and ensures that the
participants are prepared during the meeting. The individual rankings are compared with each other
to identify the disparities between decision makers. Decision makers can then make their rationales
explicit, which helps to converge on a common understanding of the importance of the drivers.

2) Product performance dimensions (15 min)
Brainstorm product performance dimensions.
Note high priority performance dimensions.

3) Identify market and business drivers (30 min)
Brainstorm market and business drivers using post-its.

4) Group drivers (15 min)
Identify market segments.
Group the drivers into ~10 areas. Consider the different levels of abstraction.

5) Prioritization of drivers (45 min)
Prioritize the drivers for the different market segments based on a measure of urgency.
Consider the different time orientations of drivers.

6) Identify market problems (30 min)
Brainstorm customer problems linked to the identified drivers.

7) Conclusion (15 min)
Identify knowledge gaps.
Summarize the most important findings.

8) Homework
Prioritize the customer problems per market segment.
Develop a list of potential product features to solve the customer problems.
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Workshop 2: Product
Date: 13-06
Participants: PO, MM, Researcher
Objective: To identify product opportunities and prioritize product feature concepts.
Deliverables: List of prioritized product features and competitor analysis.

1) Introduction (15 min)
The Product workshop is concerned with identifying and defining the product features and grouping
them into feature concepts. The product features are those product elements that provide value in
terms of the drivers.
The product features are generated through a shared brainstorming session where participants take
turns in generating product features. The benefit of this method is that it fosters creativity by building
on each other’s ideas.
In order to determine the importance of the product features, the feature groups are ranked on their
ability to fulfil the identified problems. This ranking is conducted in a spreadsheet based on the QFD
method. This helps to identify possible arrangements of features for future products. Certain groups
of features may be basis product features that can form the basis of platform products. Other feature
groups may be for specific customer groups.
Furthermore the relevance of the QFD method is to be determined during the session.

2) Discussion problem prioritization (30 min)
Compare the high differences between participants’ priorities.
Assess the results using visualizations of the results.

3) Identify product features (30 min)
Brainstorm product features using post-its.

4) Group features (15 min)
Identify groups of similar features.
Consider platform features, shared across the different products.
Consider the complexity of features.
Group the drivers into ~10 areas. Consider the different levels of abstraction.

5) Prioritization of product feature groups (45 min)
Prioritize the drivers based on impact of solving customer problems.
Consider the different.

6) Competitor analysis (30 min)
List the most important (direct and indirect) competitors.
Rank their performance in the QFD matrix.

7) Conclusion (15 min)
Identify knowledge gaps.
Summarize the most important findings.

8) Homework
Develop a list of technologies that could support the development of product features.
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Workshop 3: Technology
Date: 21-06 / 28-06
Participants: CTO, PO, MM, Researcher
Objective: To identify and prioritize technological capabilities
Deliverables: List of prioritized technology areas.

1) Introduction (15 min)
The Technology workshop is concerned with identifying and prioritizing the technological capabilities,
which are the resource aspects to deliver the product features identified in the previous workshop.
The workshop is similar in structure to the Product workshop; identifying technological solutions
through brainstorming session. The solutions are then grouped together into technical areas.
The importance of the technical areas is determined by ranking the areas in terms of their potential
for delivering product performance for a feature. This helps to determine whether technologies should
be developed or acquired to support product development.

2) Identify technology solutions (45 min)
Consider each product feature.
Brainstorm technology solutions that could serve the product features using post-its.
Identify other resources that impact the development of features (capital, competences).

3) Group technology solutions (15 min)
Identify ~10 groups of similar solutions into technology areas or programmes.

4) Prioritization of technology areas (45 min)
Rank impact of each technology area on the product features.

5) Conclusion (15 min)
Identify knowledge gaps.
Summarize the most important findings.

6) Homework
Prioritize the customer problems per market segment.
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Workshop 4: Roadmapping
Date: 03-08
Participants: CTO, PO, MM, Researcher
Objective: To chart the identified project opportunities on a roadmap
Deliverables:

1) Introduction (15 min)
The results from the preceding workshops form the input for the development of the roadmap, which
integrates and links the market, product and technology perspectives. Important here is the format of
the roadmap, which relates to the time horizon and the graphical format. Furthermore the preferable
interval to conduct the roadmapping process needs to be determined. The charting is initiated by
placing product features on the chart, which are then supported by the technological solutions. Key
linkages are made explicit. The product opportunities identified on the roadmap are transcribed on a
template for project proposals.

2) Format (10 min)
Determine the following:
• Time horizon: determine time in years or abstract in short-,medium-,long-term
• Segments: deal one for one or all at once.
• Layers: defining the layers.

3) Roadmapping (90 min)
•

•

•

Evolution of market and milestones
o Evolution of drivers
o FreshTech milestones
Product features
o Which features are minimally needed for a market introduction?
o Which features result in a great market share?
Technology (concepts)
o Which databases are we connected to?
o What connections and technologies do we need?

4) Product strategy (30 min)
•
•
•
•

What is the value proposition of the identified product?
What is needed to differentiate from the competition?
What are the biggest obstacles? Biggest challenges?
What is the best strategy for market introduction?

5) Conclusion (15 min)
Identify knowledge gaps.
Summarize the most important findings.

6) Homework
Ranking the project opportunities based on the criteria for the individual project review.
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Workshop 5: Project Evaluation
Date: 10-08
Participants: PO, MM, Researcher
Objective: To evaluate the identified project opportunities based on portfolio objectives
Deliverables: Project scoring criteria

1) Introduction (15 min)
The opportunities identified on the roadmap are evaluated individually on the project portfolio
objectives. For this initial workshop the company has to determine the portfolio criteria for value
maximization, balance, strategic alignment and resource efficiency. Afterwards the projects can be
evaluated on the determined criteria.

Determining the portfolio objectives and the evaluation criteria (45 min)
Standard portfolio objectives:
• Value maximization
• Balance (technical and commercial) risk
• Strategic alignment
• Resource efficiency
After determining the objectives, criteria are developed on which the projects are evaluated.

Review the prioritized projects (60 min)
What are the main differences? Do the criteria need adjustment?

Conclusion (15 min)
Identify the most valuable projects.
Summarize the most important findings.
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Workshop 6: Portfolio Review
Date: 18-08
Participants: CTO, PO, MM, Researcher
Objective: To review the portfolio composition.
Deliverables: Score all the project on portfolio criteria

1) Introduction Project Portfolio Management (30 min)
To evaluate the active and new projects for in the project portfolio, the company has to holistically
evaluate the project in terms of the criteria and determine their inclusion. For this comparison tools
have to be selected to support evaluating the portfolio review. The tools are collected Cooper et al.
(1998) and related literature collected in the systematic review.
Table 1: Portfolio tools

Portfolio objective
Value maximization
Balance
Strategic alignment
Resource efficiency

Tools
Net present value, internal rate of return, payback time,
return on investment
Bubble diagram, pie chart
Strategic buckets, scoring model
Resource limits

2) Review the Project Portfolio (60 min)
Using the selected portfolio tools the portfolio is determined.
Determine the desired portfolio review interval.

3) Conclusion
Determine the portfolio composition.
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Normalization of Features and Concepts
All scores used throughout the approach are normalized to 9. This means that all values in the vector
are divided by the maximum number and multiplied by 9. For the features and the concepts the
normalization can use one of two methods (demonstrated in figure ##):
1. Based on the maximum score for the target segment (left).
2. Based on the maximum score for all the segments (right).
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Figure 18: Comparison on normalization for importance of features on problems.

The participants noted that the first option was more interesting for FreshTech, because this already
compares the features in how well FreshTech can deliver value. In the method on the left, Feature2
solves the problems for Alpha just as well as for Beta. However in the method on the right, Feature 2
only scores a 3 out of 9. This analysis shows that the features are able to deliver more value for the
Beta customers than for Alpha.
Normalization of Project Evaluation
For the project evaluation and portfolio review a scoring model is used. In total there are 43 criteria
on which the projects are scored, regarding five areas. To compare these five areas, the scores for all
the projects on each area are first normalized to 10. Subsequently the scores are summed up. This is
because the scores for different areas are not compatible. A score of 7 may be considered high for
Commercial Risk but relatively low for Technical Risk. Therefore the projects are first normalized before
projects are compared.
Dealing with high numbers
The approach allows participants to retain their different rankings within the spreadsheet to convey
their perception. If a person is more prone to apply 9’s, where the other would rather use 3’s, a
discrepancy would occur because the final rankings will skew towards higher rankings. This is solved
by the following method (see figure). The most-right column calculates the sum of points given by the
two participants as a percentage of the total score each participant gave. For instance, P3 receives a 9
by Martijn and a 3 by Remko. Dividing the 9 by Martijn’s total of 48 and the 3 by Remko’s total of 36,
gives 0.14. This value is then normalized using the above method, dividing the 0.14 by the maximum
of 0.22 in the column. This gives a score of 5.6, rather than the average of 6. This method corrects for
higher rankings by incorporating the total scores given by a participant.
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0.22 0.07
0.22 0.00
0.14 0.00
0.14 0.00
0.07 0.13
0.07 0.13
0.07 0.26
0.07 0.40

48.0 24.0 36.0 21.0
Figure 19: Correcting for higher scores by one participant.

Prioritization Scale
Three ranking scales, are tested in order to determine the most suitable scale for FreshTech. To
evaluate, five employees of FreshTech filled in the importance of the drivers (see Table 27).
Table 27: Prioritization Scales

Scale
1, 2, 3

Description
Every driver is assigned a unique rank with
1 highest priority and importance in
descending order.
0, 1, 3, 9 Drivers are assigned a 0 (no importance), 1
(low importance), 3 (low-medium
importance) or 9 (high importance). This
scale is based on the Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) tool (Park & Kim, 1998).
0-100
Drivers are assigned points, with a
maximum of 100 points to be distributed
for each user group.

Evaluation
Easy to fill in, but did provide any relative
information (“if something is ranked 1,
how much better is it than number 2”).
The second scale (0, 1, 3, 9) was
unanimously preferred because it
conveyed a large degree of information
and was not too cumbersome to fill in.
Too convoluted and the participants
admitted to gaming the system in order
to achieve a distribution of points.

The second scale ensures that decision makers are forced to make a judgment between the
alternatives and humans are more capable of making relative rather than absolute judgments (Levine,
2005). Based on the evaluation the second scale is selected.
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Table 28: Model PEST Analysis. Used to check completeness of drivers.

Politiek
(Veranderingen in) regelgeving
Belastingbeleid
Handelsbeperkingen
Wetten werkgelegenheid
Opstelling overheid
Regelgeving concurrentie
Politieke stabiliteit
Veiligheids / privacy voorschriften
Maatschappij
Inkomensverdeling
Demografie, bevolkingsgroei, leeftijdsdistributie
Werk / sociale mobiliteit
Ondernemingsgeest
Mode, hypes
Gezondheidsbewustzijn, welvaart
Levensomstandigheden

Appendix L

Economisch
Economische groei
Rente en monetair beleid
Overheidsuitgaven / subsidies
Werkloosheidsbeleid
Belastingen
Fase van conjunctuurcyclus / kostenbesparingen
Consumentenvertrouwen
Concurrentiedruk
Technologie
Overheidsuitgave onderzoek
Industrie focus op technologische inspanning
Nieuwe uitvinden en ontwikkeling
Mate van technologische ontwikkeling
Levenscyclus en snelheid van veroudering
Energieverbruik
(Veranderingen in) informatietechnologie

Problem Distribution (Workshop 1)

Problem Distribution (First Review)
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Problem Distribution (Second Review)
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Figure 20: Impact of problems on user groups after first and second review.
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Grouped Product Features (Workshop 2)

Figure 21: Grouped product features.

Appendix N

Feature Group Validation on Epics (Workshop 2)
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Figure 22: Comparison of Feature Groups and Epics.
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Sample Spreadsheet Prioritization (Workshop 2)

The blue numbers are the average of the individual participant rankings and the conditional formatting
is based on the differences in values (see Table 29 below). The top presents the importance of the
problems, which is used to calculate the totals on the right. These scores are normalized on the left by
converting the maximum score to 9.
Table 29: Sample of the spreadsheet for problems (P#) and feature groups (FG#).

Appendix P
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Microbiology Roadmap (Workshop 4)

Figure 23: Product roadmap microbiology market.
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Criteria

Marktgrootte

Hoeveel bedrijven kunnen we mogelijk aanspreken in de
markt?

Prijs per klant

Wat is de geschatte prijs per klant?

Strategische
consistentie

Hoe hoog zijn de aansluitkosten (aantal bronsystemen,
verschillende type bronsystemen)?
Hoe hoog zijn de onderhoudskosten (aantal bronsystemen,
verschillende type bronsystemen)?
Sluit aan bij de huidige strategie en / of is in lijn met de
business goals

Strategische impact

Impact op FreshTech als project niet wordt ondernomen

Groeiplatform

Platform om te groeien of eenmalige kans

Duurzaamheid

Duurzaam concurrentievoordeel

Internationale
toepassing

Kan het product buiten Nederland ingezet worden?

Synergy

Link met andere productlijnen

Privacy regels

Worden we beperkt door privacy reguleringen?

Capabiliteit klant

In hoeverre heeft de klant een externe partij nodig om zijn
probleem op te lossen

Kosten aansluiting

Invloed
Klant eigenschappen
Marktomstandigheden

Commercieel succes

Drempel

Strategie

Fit

Kosten onderhoud
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Beschrijving

Kosten ontwikkeling Hoe hoog zijn de ontwikkelkosten (complexiteit, grootte)?

Kosten

Financieel

Prijs Markt Area
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Prijsbewustzijn klant Hoe belangrijk is een scherpe prijsstelling voor de klant?
Omvang klanten

Op hoeveel mensen heeft het product betrekking?

Aantal gebruikers bij In welke mate wordt het product door de organisatie
de klant
gebruikt?
Computervaardighei
Hoe computervaardig zijn de gebruikers?
d gebruikers
In welke fase van de levenscyclus bevindt de afzetmarkt
Levenscyclus markt
zich?
Markt-ontwikkeling Is er al een ontwikkelde markt voor dit product?
Tijd horizon
Intensiteit
concurrentie
Externe druk voor
inzicht

Hoe lang zal de klant dit product gebruiken?
Hoe hoog is de concurrentie voor FreshTech in de markt?
Is er een externe druk om het product te accepteren (bijv.
regulering)?

Eindhoven University of Technology

Hoe is de relatie met de leverancier van de bronsystemen?
(Kan bronleverancier markt afsluiten) dan weging 9
Hoe makkelijk is er toegang te krijgen tot bronnen bij de
klant?

Kwaliteit data

Wat is de kwaliteit van de beschikbare data?
Kunnen bronsystemen al rapportages draaien?
Kunnen bronsystemen dit al (wat is de toegevoegde waarde?
Bij welk gedeelte is het redelijk om het systeem aan te
sluiten?

Bereidheid partner

Wat is de interactie met de salespartner?

Kracht partner

Hoe is het marktaandeel van de salespartner?

Brand/merk
herkenning

Hoe bekend is FreshTech in de markt

Marktafsluiting

Kunnen we de markt afsluiten?

Performance

Hoeveelheid data?

Updatefrequentie
van data

Hoe vaak moet de data geupdate worden?

Referentiegetallen

Zijn er referentiegetallen?

Totaal
datakoppelingen
Toegankelijkheid
bronnen

Hoeveel verschillende koppelingen (bronsystemen) moeten
we bouwen voor kritieke massa?
Hoe makkelijk is er toegang te krijgen tot bronnen bij de
klant?
Hoeveel concepten zijn er nodig om aan de wensen van de
klant te voldoen?

Complexiteit product

Saleskanalen

Rapportage
functionaliteit
MI functionaliteit
bronsystemen
Marktaandeel
bronnen

FreshTech

Bronsystemen

Contacten
bronleverancier
Toegankelijkheid
bronnen

Is er een ingang bij de gebruiker?

Aantal concepten

Duidelijkheid logica In hoeverre is het duidelijk wat de klant wilt?

FresTech
Resource

Resource

Tjeerd Stap

Distributie kanaal

Klant

Technisch succes

Commercieel succes
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Hoeveel moeite kost het om het product bij klanten te
installeren?
Aantal systemen per Hoeveel systemen hebben we nodig om onze oplossingen te
klant
bouwen?
Inrichting per klant

Domeinkennis

Hoeveel kennis is er in huis over het domein?

Beschikbaarheid
mensen

Zijn er genoeg mensen beschikbaar om aan het product te
werken?
Hoeveel tijd is er nodig voordat het volledige product klaar
Totaal ontwikkeltijd
is?
Minimum
Hoeveel tijd is er nodig om de meest slanke versie van het
ontwikkeltijd
product in de markt te zetten?
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Participants Quotes

Table 30: Participant quotes related to the approach (recorded during the workshops).

Formalization
• Welke niveau kiezen we? Uiteindelijk draait alles om geld, dus hoe diep wil je gaan?
• Het gaat om het process, niet om de uitkomst.
• Sommige groeperingen hebben we nu onder Alpha maar zitten eigenlijk onder Delta.
• Als we dit in het begin vinden kunnen we hier op verder gaan.
• Voor [Delta] hebben we nog niets. [Gamma] hebben we al. Dit pleit er voor om de [Gamma]
meer naar achter te shuiven
Explicitness
• Het is toch één van dé belangrijkste problemen.
• De features met weinig waarde en veel moeite in de toekomst.
• [Alpha] product beetje belangrijk. Wij maken het vooral makkelijk.
• Vervolgens gaan we schuiven in de rankings als je erachter komt dat je die feature niet kan
leveren.
• Zouden kunnen beschrijven in welke percentages ze al af zijn.
• Zal wel niet nuttig zijn, maar schrijf maar op.
Information Quality
• Zo staat het letterlijk in TIP2 beschreven.
• Als ik [commissielid] zo hoor.
• Zit volgens mij in het ZIS.
• Niet helemaal mee eens, maar kan het niet goed onderbouwen.
• Binnen de huidige informatievoorziening die we hebben.
• Hebben we alle benodigde data? Hebben we voor 2018 al alle data of moeten nog nieuwe
dingen ontsloten worden.
• Probleem is vooral dat we met mensen spreken die al klant zijn. We horen vooral ook niet
waarom we het niet horen.
• Kost antibiotica veel voor een ziekenhuis? Ja het is heel erg arbeidsintensief
• Je ziet in alle publicatie erover dat dat het zo is.
• Meer een gevoel, kan het niet hard maken.
• Misschien komt dit omdat jij dit in de praktijk ziet dat er geen externe druk voor BI is.
• Mijn gevoel zegt dat we tekortschieten op de processen
Cross-Functional Collaboration
• Daarmee een beter verhaal hebben naar de microbiologen toe.
• Huh, zit die feature echt al erin, dat wist ik niet. We moeten nu echt gaan zorgen dat we
die demo nu gaan maken.
• Past meer bij je verhaal naar de klanten toe.
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Analytic Hierarchy
Processing (AHP)

A decision-making tool for complex multi-criteria problems where both
qualitative and quantitative aspects of a problem need to be incorporated.
AHP clusters the information for decision making, according to its common
characteristics, into a hierarchical arrangement similar to a family tree or
affinity chart (Kahn et al., 2013).

Business Intelligence

An umbrella term that includes the applications, infrastructure and tools, and
best practices that enable access to and analysis of information to improve
and optimize decisions and performance (Gartner, 2016).

Concept generation

Selecting a high potential/urgency opportunity and begin customer
involvement. Collect available new product concepts that fit the opportunity
and generate new ones as well (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015).

Concept/project
evaluation

Evaluating new product concepts on technical, marketing and financial
criteria. Rank them and select the best ones. Request project proposal when
in possession of product, definition, team, budget, skeleton of development
plan and final product innovation charter (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015).

Cross-functional
collaboration

The presence of cross-functional linkages to evaluate the information from
divergent perspectives.

Cycle time

The length of time for any operation from start to completion. In terms of
new product development, it is the time required to develop a new product
from the early initial idea to initial market sales. Precise definitions of the
start and end points vary from one company to another and may vary from
one project to another within the company (Kahn et al., 2013).

Decision Making
Process Types

(see Rationality, Intuition and Political Behavior) (Elbanna, 2006).

Decision Making
Approach

Configuration of the decision making processes.

Design proposition

Related to technological rules, a design proposition is prescriptive knowledge
that is an input to designing a specific solution (Tranfield et al., 2003).

Effectiveness

The degree to which the decision meets the organizational objective (Dean
& Sharfman, 1996).

Efficiency

Decision efficiency is a measure of the input to output, the ratio of resources
(time, effort, finances) consumed to achieve the outcome

Epic (Scrum)

A large user story is called an epic (Vähäniitty, 2012).

Explicitness

Explicitness refers to decision making tools that present clear and welldefined measures and objectives that need to be achieved.
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Firefighting

An unplanned diversion of scarce resources and the reassignment of some of
them to fix problems discovered late in a product’s development cycle (Kahn
et al., 2013).

Formality

The application of a clear process that is consistently applied to every project.

Front-end

The front-end is the initial part of NPD, preceding development and launch
activities. It links business objectives with the development of new products.
During this phase the strategic planning takes place, opportunities are
identified and selected, concepts are generated and the projects are
evaluated (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015). See Opportunity Identification
and Selection, Concept Generation and Concept/Project Evaluation.

Functional Group

A term describing an internal group performing a basic business capability,
such as engineering (Kahn et al., 2013).

Fuzzy Front-end

The messy “getting started” period of product development, when the
product concept is still very fuzzy. These activities are often chaotic,
unpredictable, and unstructured (Kahn et al., 2013).

Gates

The point at which a management decision is made to allow the product
development project to proceed to the next stage, to recycle back to the
current stage to better complete some of the tasks, or to terminate (Kahn et
al., 2013).

Incremental

An innovation that improves the delivery of a current benefit but produces
neither a behavior change nor a change in consumption (Kahn et al., 2013).

Information

Information allows us to expand our knowledge beyond the range of our
senses. We can capture data in information, then move it about so that other
people can access it at different times. Information refers to data that has
been given some meaning by way of relational connection

Information Quality

The availability, comprehensiveness, and transparency of information (Teller
et al., 2012).

Informed Intuition

Using the gathered experiences and knowledge of the team in a structured
manner (Kahn et al., 2013).

Intuition

More incremental adaptations based on deep and intimate knowledge of the
situation faced by decision-makers (Elbanna, 2006)

Knowledge

Knowledge is the concise and appropriate collection of information in a way
that makes it useful. Knowledge refers to a deterministic process where
patterns within a given set of information are ascertained.

Logical
Incrementalism

Combines elements of rational planning with elements of incrementalism
(Elbanna, 2006)

New Product

A product (see Product) new to the organization marketing it. Excludes
products that are only changed in the way they are promoted to the market.
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New Product
Development (NPD)

The overall process of strategy, organization, concept generation, product
and marketing plan creation and evaluation, and commercialization of a new
product.

Opportunity
identification and
selection

Generation of new product opportunities as spinouts of the ongoing business
operation, new products suggestions, changes in marketing plan, resource
changes and new needs/wants in the marketplace. Researching, evaluating,
validating and ranking them (as opportunities, not specific product concepts).
Major ones are given a preliminary strategic statement to guide further work
on them (Crawford & Di Benedetto, 2015).

Parameters

Those things that can be changed to

Prioritization

The ordering of projects according to their relative importance.

Product

Refer to tangible (manufactured) as well as intangible (service) products. In
addition it encompasses service or intangible products as well. For the case
company FreshTech products entail the finalized software packages that are
commercialized.

Project Portfolio

A project portfolio is a set of projects that share and compete for scarce
resources and are carried out under the sponsorship and management of a
particular organization (Archer & Ghasemzadeh, 1999).

Project Portfolio
Management

A dynamic decision process, whereby a business’s list of active new product
(and R&D) projects is constantly updated and revised. In this process, new
projects are evaluated, selected and prioritized; existing projects may be
accelerated, killed or deprioritized; and resources are allocated and
reallocated to the active projects (Cooper et al., 1998).

Quality Function
Deployment

A structured method employing matrix analysis for linking what the market
requires to how it will be accomplished in the development effort. This
method involves a multifunctional team agreeing on how customer needs
relate to product specifications and the features that meet those needs. By
clearly linking these aspects of product design, QFD minimizes the possibility
of omitting important design characteristics or interactions across design
characteristics (Kahn et al., 2013)

Radical Innovation

A new product, generally containing new technologies, that significantly
changes behaviors and consumption patterns in the marketplace (Kahn et al.,
2013).

Rationality

The reason for doing something and to judge a behavior as reasonable is to
be able to say that the behavior is understandable within a given frame of
reference (Elbanna, 2006)

Roadmap

A graphic representation of technology evolution or technology plans
mapped against time. It is used to guide new technology development for or
technology selection in developing new products.

Roadmapping

The process of developing a roadmap.
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Scrum

A process for managing the development and deployment of complex
products that is based on empirical process control theory and stands on the
core practices of iterative development, which generates increments of
product by using self-managing, cross-functional teams (Vähäniitty, 2012).

SPIN

SPIN is a sales method that starts by addressing the situation of the customer,
then identifying the problems, helping the customer to understand the
implications of the problem and finally understand the need for a solution.

User story (Scrum)

A user story estimated as small enough to be developed in a single iteration.
Stories contribute to getting features done (Vähäniitty, 2012).
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